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Report On A,
SHOCK MEASUREMENTS AIPT 1954

The measurements reported on herein were made by Messrs
J.P. Walsh, R.E. Blake, W.M. Mitchell, and Lt. P.T. Egbert,
USNR, all of the Naval Research Laboratory. The report was
prepared by Mr. R.E. Blake, with the guidance and assistance
of Mr. J.P. Walsh and Dr. I. Vigness.
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ýECTION I

CT-ION

his report In concerned with the shock motion produced abazd
thetrget ships by the Able and Baker test explosions. Measuremftt1z
shock motion are of prime Interest In order to determine the motims i

aad forces to which shipboard equipment In subjected.

_Approimately 315 a ock measurement ga were Installed
destroyers, eht submarnes, two cruiSers, three

ba!eships, and three*.Wattack transports. Each 0ap as placed at
an actual or potential location of shipboard ment (turbine, switch-
board, electronic gear, radar antenna, etc. w the purpose of meamnm-
Ing some characteristic of the shock mod, (i.e. k acceleration,

17 velocity-time curve, frequency-response ecum .). The following
types of gages were used:

Number Used Symbo

Putty Gage 176 G
Multi-Frequency Reed Gage 47
Motorized -Reed Gage 18 R"
Velocity Meter 20

SInde~wGage 46 Q
"•-S& k Displacement Gage 8 0

The material in this repprt is arranged according to the follow-
ing outline:F

Section II is a discussion of the theory, description, and accuracy
of the various gages.

Section III is a discussion of the overall plan or philosophy of
the gage locations.

Section IV Is a detailed ship-by-ship description of Indivilual
gage locations and presentation of the data for each gage. The group
of data for each ship is followed by a discussion of that data.

Section V Is a discussion of all the data and a comparison of
the data from different ships.

Section VI presents the concluslios drawn from the tests.
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BECTION II

GAGE CHAPACTERISTICS *

The putt gage is a mechandcal Instrument designed to msuwe
the maximum value cd the acceleration to which it ix subjected. The,
d amatic sketch, FIgure 1, shown the major fetares of this gage.
In Ah lth, Part 1 is a weight which In pressed against the top of

the Vage frame, 3S by the precompreusiom of the spring, 2. AM aetn-m
uim of the weight hin a canical p4nt which in about .00. Inch fr
the wa.cA ai the plaitdiace (putty) Insert 4.

IA ''1,o -i
A- A

FIgLLre i - Singe- Element oF Puttj Gage.

When the frame Is accelerated in the direction Indicated by
the rrow, the acceleration and motion of the Weight will be Identical
to that of the frame an lang as the farce exerted by the spring exceeds
the Liertia force of the welght against the spring. At some critical
acceleration, the weight can no longer be held against the frame an
it will then Indent the putty. For gradually applied acceleratlo, the
critical acceleration, Ac, is given by the equatliomn - .. ,
wheire Mw and Ma are the mass of the weight and '

spring, respectively, and F8 is the precompreuulon force of the spring.
* The theory of some of these gages is taken In part from Reference
1. An addition to Reference I will contain the discusmion of -4o sectin
In more complete form. The References are listed at the end of

ectio if I.
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'•he plastcine inserts were in a plastic disk so keyed to the
frame that the inserts could be identiflod after removal of the dink
fro the Insutument. The gape were read by measurement with a
tvallng microscope ac the diameter of the Indentations which had
bee made In the inserts. The maximum acceleration of the gae t-5
assumed to lie between the Iarget critical acceleration of those
elements whick made Indentations and the lowest critical acceleration
6f those elements which did not make lnd6ntations. The acceleratims
r1eported are Interpolatioms between these two values based upon the
size of the Indentations made.

Each putty gage used In the tests had eight elements with
critical acceleratoio values ranging from 20 to 2500 g. (g Is the
accele-ation of gravity.) In order to concentrate the critical aceler-
atims of a gag In the neighborhood of the expected reading, two
ranes ac critical acceleration were standazdlzdd upon. These
amelerations are tabulated in Column 1 of Tables I and H.

TABLE I

Low Range Putty Gages
5 6

1 2 3 4 AdA AO/A
Element Ac T Fs MI•MW for for

No. (g) (Milllu•we nds) c.p.s. To/T=1 To/T=1

1 20 1.38 362 .070 .66 .88
2 50 1.38 362 .070 .77 .95
3 90 1.02 490 .214 .77 .95
4 150 1.02 490 .214 .85 .97
5 300 0.52 970 .519 .74 .94
6 709 0.52 970 1.58 .88 o8
7 1200 0.52 970 1.58 .92 .98
8 1800 0.52 970 1.58 .96 .99
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TABU~ f1

Hih Ranp Ptty Gages 5 8A
123 4 4J/A AOJA

Elenmt A0 T FS MW)Lw W I'
N(.g) fecafda) c.p.s. TO/T=1 '/T-1

1 50 1.38 362 .070 .77 .95
2 100 1.02 490 .214 .79 .95
3 300 .52 970 .519 .74 .94
4 850 .52 970 .519 .87 .08
5 1000 .52 970 .519 .91 .98
8 1•00 .52 970 1.58 . .985
7 2000 .52 970 1.58 .97 .90
8 2500 .52 970 1.58 .98 .995

ACCURACY OF THE PUTTY GAGE

The assumptian of a gradually applied acceleration In ca.-
culatlon of the e.itical accelerat1m is not valid for shock motions
when the time required for severe fl=ctuatloms of the acceleration
Is at the same order of ,m-,itude as the transit time of a stress
wave tbrough the spring. The curves of Figures 2 and 3 indicate
the magnitude of the error to be expected when an acceleration
pulse is sht. Irn each curve Ac is computed by the formula of
page 2; A Is the actual peak acceleration of the gage frame;
T is the time required for a longitudinal stress wave to pass from
one end of the spring to the other; TO Is the duration of the pulse;
and Ms/Mw is the ratio of the mass of the spring to that of the
weight. T and Ms/Mw are listed In Columns 2 and 4 of Tables I
and IL These curves were derived theoretically, using the assump-
i thai Indentation of the putty occurred as soon as the weight lost

coutact with the frame. Aetually, the clearance between the cone
point on the weight and the putty zsr-ace la about .001", which.
causes too low a reading for short duration pulses of acceleration.
The only analyses available consider the two effects separately.
The effect of clearance ahme is Indica~ed In Tables I and II by
Column 5 (Ac/A when To/T=1) for a half-stne pulse, and Coln
6 (Ac/A when TO/T=1) for a square-wave pulse. If the twh effects
were combined, we would have curves resembling those o Figure
2 and S except Ac/A would be closer to I In the region TO/T>•2
and Ad/A would be very small as TO/T approaches zero.
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Thus the putty gage shows good accuracy for TO/T > 2 an~d
red to low for shorter pulses. Fortunately., the stress produced In.
equipment is noct propartioaia to acceleratlon when the pulse dur4IUzL
Ismitch ahorter thai ths inattral period(s) of vibrationl ed the equip-
'4=4~t but is more nearly propcwtional to the velocity change praduced
by th. pulse. For WSl r'eason, an. acceleration of 1000 g. of dunionle
1/2 miflliseond will produce only slightly higher stress In most
equipment than 500 g. of 1 milllltecond duration. Therefore, the
occurTence, of low readings for short puilses are not of ,-jreat practical

A lar'ge error tun. be caused if resonant vibration of a putty
Ogga spring is induced to transient vibration of the supporting ustmfte.
There me~mant frequencies, Fg, are odd Integer multiples of the Talues
In. T1ablexl% and U., Column S. There seems to be no reason why the
streim lluctaation in the spring cannot built up to a value equal to the
precZompression of the spring,, In which case an acceleration of Imam
than one half Ac -will cause Indentation. The occurrence of resmiance
is expected to have been rare and, in order for It to be misleading, itV
had to pcrmlnt premature indentation of particular elements. Fcrr
exmple, -if plungers 1, 2, 3, and 7 of a. gage showed -indentation, Number
V7 'would have been Ignored. Also, resonance In spring number 1 Is 1n-

lgdfcant. Thus, while resonance can cause large errors, such
T~rsare the result of a coincidence and tborefore must have or~turr-~

ed In onyafew gageo.

Accidental Indentation could have occurred in the two weels
prior to and after tests duin~ng which the gages were being installed
w serviced at thelir test locations. Two c~ases of accidental iiide:ta-

t~onwere found and correced ust prior to the Baker testý one due to
straightening of some bulkheads of a destroyer. with a sledgehammer
and mae- due to firing of a small test charge near at. APA. The
tbanwethat large errors due to joltir.-P of structiure near installed
gagps occunsed Is believed to be small. Except in the case of the
v=1a1 test charges, accidental Indentations which 'wfere found did not
.exceed 100 g.

.The erreor In interolating between the critical accelerations
of the plungers probably did not exceed ±25 per cent of the interval
betpreen successiv a cr!tleal accelerations. 'The putty gages were
=sually in a group of other types of gage -and -their readings can be
cbsicked against those of the read, Indenter, and velocityt gages.
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P.6 GAGE.

A rot-r~sc d PPg COLWO1* eight Uat sprlsg ttoW
*K u ix& Ad wich Is fArmty clamped to te OaPg fm at 10 a.
a a b a kiu weisht Zzed to the ather e*d. The f"Ilamelt&aw Mtv2ta
fsI~e law avibmtiz of thesev roads a"e 2, 4k 190i 210, 3U45 40,,5 *i, 9ad g•OrCiCU per ,*Cd, • tively. M~t!• o t• eed .tp.
liatbvv to the pga frame !s marked: a sheet of wixed paperw 9t
torthe Orame by mvm of 5sriber which as'e Zze to-the read tip. ' -
vem' A the paper Um shows the maximum deflection of the roo
UP up pad dwxt frm Its nfttl positin.

T Sh PM i aZ e f the red PP data W* derived tram t.
tb"". o OW ftbe1 ofa UtIQ coplx~ti (111.1?) Xdea"Itm t* I

s hqckfnt I wgti 12 of, tba oUf the RbU&?.* Ree'~w
OS h that tOe on of the elastic S # bire may be Mo-

* Wt tv be made up by auperposition of the watbal modes Of
git the mbmet Alsop the amplitude of each meo depes

Ody up= the raburmi feeqwUcy of the ma~de, a famter depend*q up
v .the shcrk moti• is ,Wrodueed, and th shock metion. If the.
Vlwsti diatardtt of a YS1gle*degreev-Jtf-reednm ytem ct a certin
naaal frequeur, , fw a givem Shock mxxoti Is known, the dIs6-
t ,raf o a =oft *Us tomplex system which has the same naturnl
S~uycan be Iuz. Thus, the reed gage records Indicate th#
Sof the shock upon simple structares and comparison of
'remd5 ro=m different location Indicated Uhe relative damage
calwdty .cf the shock. at the different Iocations.

The reed gage reowd is plotted in this report as the rati• of
Valm'wmd tip deflactif to static deflection versus reed natw•al fr-+
qua•y. This In umully M.led a frequency-respowe curve, The
*tatlo deflection e a. reed mis detmned from Its natural fre.-
q ýa by the fQrm]2. 4 /ff andie &.a maxim tiep -d
Sx up amd down for eachreed is measured from the record,
7Tbe rttio xl/s cmoepanding to a particular th ienin2 the Ms.*-
imni ber "g' which a simple syStem having the same fu
Szd be subjected to by the shock.

The- natib- of the shock Itself cgn be partially recm~stsd
fron the reed gag recurd by comiparing the frequency..respozoo
t wit the kxnov ouvvm for certain simple shocks. An
"+O•tvalenf* ximple s k -which will produce roughly the samt

/l r-•ftso curve •a thus be selected. The value which
mt2.heaS. appz~l•chel in y is the peak acceler-,

tt4 of th. shock. the reed We is very Inaccurate fr high
ryo oaf flu this :kvt has been used to tIprove the accuracy df
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the curve In this region by plotting the peak acceleration foramd by an
adjacent -utty gage at about fa 1 1000 cps.

The value of f. at a maximun value of x/'s indicates the
prtominant frequency of the shock. Study of the frequency response
curve for several types of simple shocks Illustrated in reference 4
shows that the predominant frt 'lency is approximately equal to the
reciprocal of twice the duration of a single-pulse shock (half-sine
wave, square wave, triangular wave, etc., of acceleration) tor is
equal to the frequency when the shock is a steady or transient
vibration. The prednnminant frequency found for a reed gage on the I
shell of a ship should approximate the reciprocal of twice the dura-
tion of the explosion pressure wave. The predominant frequency'
for inter'or locations in the ship will be lower and indicate to what
extent the Intervening structure acts as a "shock mount"" for Interior•[ • equipment.

In addition to the frequency-response curves, the 20 and 40 cycle
reed amplitudes are tabulated because they approximate the amplitude
to be expected of shock mounted equipment and thus supplement the
lead (x) gage measurements.

ACCURACY OF REED GAGES

There are several possible sources of deviation of reed gage
performance from the theoretical ideal, Most important is the In-
accuracy of measurement of the records. From. experience in
measuring these records, it is estimated. that an accuracy of + .01'!'
is the best possible. The error in the curves plotted is therefore
+ .01/ld . Since e• decreases rapidly with increasing• fn, the error
probably amounted to several hundred percent for the highest
frequency reed. The probable error Is tabulated. below for each reed.

fa Error in g fn Error in g

20 Al 345 123
40 1.64 430 189

100 10.4 570 332
210 45.2 920 868

As mentioned before, the reading of an adjacent putty gage has been
plotted on each frequency response curve to indicate the value of

x14 which the high frequency reeds should approach.
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In a few cases, the amplitude-of the low frequency reeds wa
sW great that the scribers went off the edge of the recording pper.
This Is noted on the curves for the reeds to which this happened,. The
points plotted represent the distance to the edge of the paper. The
actual x/JP was, of course, greater than that plotted.

The reeds are not pure single-degree-of-fm-edom systems
as is required by theory since they have may natural frequencies
above the fundamental and they are nonlinear at high amplitudes.
no record of motorized reed gage V"3 of the DD408 on test Baker
shows clearly an example of simultaneous excitation of two natural
frequencies of the 20 cps reed. The next higher natural frequency
obasved is estimated from this record to be 350 cps. Due to the
high ratio of the higher frequencies to the fundamental, and as the
displacements caused by the higher frequencies are small, it is
asVted that the cantributicin of higher harmonics to a reed is
negligible.

It is known that the assumption that the reed tip deflection
Vill be the same as the deflection of a mass-on-weightless-sprhmg
system of the same natural frequency is not valid. This error is
In addition to the effect described. in the preceding paragraph and
is due to the fact that the scriber is located at the center of the
brass weight while the point at which the mass should be con-
sisdered to be concentrated is closer to the base of -he reed. This
error increases as the mass of the reed becomes larger relative
to that of the brass weight. The readings Lwed in this report are all
actual reed Aflections and are therefore larger than would have
oecurred with the more theoretically desirable mass-on-weightless-
spring system. Factors by which the reed deflections should be,
multiplied to convert to the simple mass-spring system deflectious
have been obtained from experiments subjecting a reed gage to
known. simple shocks. Wvhile -these factors may be sabjected to re-

vision, they are tabulated below in Table Ifl to Indicate the relative
magnitude of error only. It is of interest to note that the factor

Factor f-a-Factor

20 .9ý 345 .68
40 .94 430 .65
100 .86 570 .68
210 .78 920 .614

for the first mode of a simple cantilever (no brass weight) is, bytheory, equal to .64. The effect of the higher modes would be to make
this factor somewhat greater.

TOP qECRET 8
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The motion of the reeds was damped by the friction of the waxed
paper which tended to reduce the reed amplitude, particularly in the
case of resonance of a reed frequency with a transient vibrations The
amount of damping is indicated on motorized reed gage records at the
end of Section IV, which were made by drop•in the gage onto a heavy

steel anvil. Measurement of the decremen&1at the decrement-per
cycle is independent of amplitude, which is characteristic of Cwslomb
damping. Typical measurements are tabulated below in Table IV
for those reeds which could be measured.

TABLE IV

fn Decrement/cycle Decrement/second
inches W•sec.

20 .132 2.65
40 .115 4.60

100 .014 1.40
210 .004 .82

The reed gages had about the same chance for accidental
excitation as the putty gages.

MOTORIZED REED GAGES

The motorized reed gages are identical to the reed gages,
just described, except that the spools of recording paper had
electric-motor drives which were siarted just before the test
explosions. The records obtained showed the variation of reed
amplitude with Uame. The time scale was not recorded separately
on the paper but could be estimated from the transient vibrations
of the reeds.

The records obtained were used to plot frequency-response
curves just as was done with the non-motorized gages. Some of
the more interesting records are reproduced in Section IV.

The accu.racy of the motorized reed-gage record is the
aame as for non-motorlzed reed gage except no error due to ac-
cidental excitation could occur.

9 TOP SECRET



IIEDENTE GAGE

The Indenter gage was designed as a peak-reading accelero-
meter. Figure 4 shows the essential details bf such a gage. The mass
M in gulded by came C and rest againt the hardened steel pins B.
The end of B In contact with M Is cut off square, but the other end
hax a 900 conical point and just contacts the flat surface of a east
aluminum plug P.

A' ~CC
lj

Figure 4

When the case C is accelerated up or down, the inertia of M causes
a cone point to be pressed into its aluminum plug. It has been shown
far static tests that the depth, d, of penetration of the cone point

into the aluminum In related to the applied force F by the formula -
IF = Rd2 where R Is an empirical constant. Further, the depth of
penetration is uniquely related to the crater diameter of the Impres-
s~ion. Assuming that the static law F :4lRd 2 applies under dynamic
loading conditions, we can find the peak acceleration of the mass M
from a measurement of crater diameter and, a curve of F/M versus
Cwater diameter. However, we are Interested in the peak accelera-
tion of the gage case, not that of the Internal mass. While the two
are equal for a gradually attained steady acceleration, they can be
veTy different for rapidly fluctuating accelerations.

A theoretical analysis of an Indenter gage with values of M
and 11tRhe same as those for the gages used at Bikini has been n0de
by Dr. Paul Symonds of NRL for the case when the gage base under-
gos a half-sine wave pulse of acceleration with a peak value of'AP
and a duration T. The curves resulting from thiW analysis are shmon
In Figure 5.

TOP SECRET 10
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PI
Th gage reading is too low for TV 1/2 millisecond and in about 2-1/2
tlM too high fqr T In the vicinity of 1-4 millisecends. At larp
values of T, the reading approaches the true value.

When the shock consists of a transient vibration, It can be
readily seen that the mass M will lose contact with the pin as soo
as the acceleration of the base reverses its d.rection. The mass will
"trattle" back and forth between the pins a large number of time,
Each impact is theoretically capable to Increasing the Indentation
of the aluminum regardless of how large it may be already. There-
fm', no theoretical upper limit can be placed on how much too high
the gage will read.

In the gage used, The central mass M was supported by six
pins rather than two so that the peak acceleration of the mass would

Sbe reeorded in both directions for each of the three rectilinear axes
of the gage. The orientation of the gage axes relative to those of the
ship were recorded. The data tabulWed for a gage gives the peak
acceleration of the _g calculated by the method outlined above
for each of six directions. Each direction gives the bearing and
elevation of the acceleration vector. It was not possible to convert
these vectors Into a set parallel to the principle axes of the ship
because it was not deteinlnable whether these vectors were com-
panents of some diagonal vector or were the principle vectors of a I
shock whose direction of motion changed with time.

ACCURACY OF THE INDENTER GAGE

It has been shown In the preceding paragraphs that the in-
C denter gage may be Inaccurate for shock motion of the type Wbe

expected. It should be noted however, that the.,age will always
read too high unless (1) TV 1/2 millisecond, oi*'f the force requb"-
ed for indentation is greater for dynamic than for static loads.
It Is believed that T was not less than 1/2 milliseconds at the
locations where indenter gages were placed. For Baker shot•T
would certainly be greater than 5 milliseconds at the locations
(in superstructure areas) af the indenter gages. For Able shot,
where the blast duration was in the order of a second, it would
also be expected that T would be greater than 5 milliseconds. The
arrw Involved in above statements will be overshadcowed by the
other errors already discussed.

Another source cd error was the fact that some indenta-
tim was unavoidble during assembly of the gage. These tislly
ca'espond to about 20 to W g so one can be reasonably certain
that reading over, say, 100 g were due only to shock.

11 TOP SECRET



it should be concluded that the values of acceleratioin determbiW
from. isdenter gage readings wee sonmehat greater that the actual
peak accelerations for associated frequencies loes U=s 1000 cps.

SHOCX RECORDING GAGE

The shock recording 'gage Is eRsentlafly equivalent to a ref ined,
single-lemmrt,, motorized reed gage. As shwnm In the photographs
(2834288) of the Installed gages, a mass and coil-spring system Is
used Instead of a reed,, and motion of the mais reAattve to the gage

frame is marked on a strip of waxed paper which Is drawn under the

firing a qpak through the paper at. about ten millisecond Intervals.

A detailed -mal~ysis of these records cannot be m~ade at this
time. Th~e acceler~ation- time carore of the gageýbase ~ny be obtaine~dC
from the record by application of the equation X - P+-a where X"
Is the acceleratiam of fth base, w Is the natural frequency of the rass-
spring system. in radians per second, u is the relative motion recorded
by the meter, sad ii Is obtained by double diffprenttio Of u with
respect to, time. Fo la for the velocity, X =W udt + A. or the
displaceenft, X =W'V udt dt + 1, may be used If prefefred. CopieE:
of sonte of the records are Included in this report In Section IV,

VELOCITY ME-TER,

The velocity pickup used was orlginaaly designed by the
British and was extensively used on their " Cameron"' trials. Ivodl-
ficatioins of this Instrument were made by -the David Taylor Model
Basin group aLd a more detailed description of this Instrument canC
be found In their reports. The essential features of the uz4t are

//* -PIQKUJP C-011 ATrAC)4D TO

FRAME OF THE UNIT.

1*i4ACNET- SCIMIGALLY MIWNTcEj
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illuftated In Figure 6. The velocity pickups and their recording
Syttems reported here were operated by personnel from the Bureau
Of Mips and from the Norfolk Navy Yard.

The system of recording employed was frequency modulation of
the signal Impressed on a wire recorder. A centr•l or carrier frequency
of about 4600 cps. was used. The system of recording and the velocity
meter were capable of responding with reasonable fidelity between a
frequency range extending from about 10 cps to over 1000 cps. Hmever,
It In evident, from the study of the records, that the wire in pasing
through the recorder suffered transient longtudinal vibrations which
effectively caused a considerable background frequency modulation to
be impressed upon the recnrd. This background was generally between
15 to 25 per cent of the full 3cale deflection. As a result, only records
f1. which the real velocity changes were greater than 2&per cent of

C full scale were noticeable as Such. For records In which full scale de-.
flectimo occurred, the error Is estimated to be no greater than 25 per
cent. It should be remarked that the principal of recording is excel-
lent and should afford good results if employed with a recorder built
with this method in mind.

In inspecting the velocity meter records, the effect of the
aprlngs and bottoming of the magnet must be considered. The springs
mause a low frequency oscillation of the record at less than 10 cps.
When the magnet bottoms against the base of the meter, a sudden
reversal of the signal occurs which IS rather easy to detect. The
*top in the other direction Is the relaatvely flex!ble top of the meter
cover which reverses the signal In a 'Ume which Is not short re'. *
lative to the shock motion changes. The 'magnetic field at the pickub

k.. coil d~rps from full strength to about 50 per cent of full strength as',.
the magnet moves through the last 1/8" to the top stop. The effect of
this Is to make the meter cover seem ev~en more flexible and make
this bottoming difficult to detect. the magnet bottoms after travzl-
lag zero or two i'ach (nominal travel between stops) after a previous
bottoming. The taavel to a stop from the rest position of the magnet
Is qbout one inch. By Integration of the velocity-time record, the
times at which bottoming will introduce a spurious record can be
found. One can also find the direction of motion with respect to the
front and back of the pickup unit, by noting whether a velocity results
In a hard or soft bottoming of the meter. :.,
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IUMMRUMV~ATICN PLAN

iL~7 to d"su W fth thlg "ta me bg toa Shlp'g atew~zthAlhp Is subjs" W a pwuuuv wave imftting bfri &I
t*is1. This his bo dutcwIhWuclet~ 1u lN rmc &I
RsL1ý 3j, Wai It Is qa"hm
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L DERR OYER8

The Destroyer's chosen for instmenitatlon were these which
W0M in the westerly sting. Two ships, the DD404 and the DD40,
were Inatftmentahr much more completely than the other ships In
the stwngo Putty gages, reed gages, and velocity menerS were ifled
throughout these two ships, starting in the aft fire room on the keel top,
then an external frame numbers in the same compartment. In the en-
ginsw.room, gages were Installed on the following foundations: The main
'Switch board, low pressure turbine, and the turbo-generator. It w~.
cnsidered that these gages would give data that was representative
of conditions below the main deck.

The second graip of gages installed on the DD404 and 408 were
thi~e In the superstructure. Gages were installed on frame numbers
on bh•ti the first and second superstructure deck level, in the main
battery fire control director, and the radar antenna mounting bracketo
at the top of the fore mast. Only putty gages were installed at the tWp
of the fore mast but in all other locations clusters of gages made up
of putty gages, reed gages, and velocity meters were installed. The
Objective of the instrumentation of the DD404 and DD408 was to deter-
mine the characteristics of the shock in various parts of the ship due
to the explosion. One sort of thing which this data would yield would
be the relation between the shock experienced by equipment which
Was Installed on foundations attached to the hull numbers and the
shooký experienced by equipment in the superstructure. It was hoped
that an empirical relationship could be extablished concerning the
characteristics of the shock delivered to the keel as compared to the
shock transmitted to various other parts of the ship as one moved up
""from the keel through the structure to the main battery director and
then to the masthead.

In addition to the gage mentioned above, for the B shot, four-
shock recording gages per ship were added. These gages were
located close to -the "A" shot gages as follows: One on the keel top,
u-ie m an external frame number 5V below waterline, one on frame
5' below main deck,- and one on the low pressure turbine foundation.

On the remainder of the ships In this Destroyer string, putty
gages and reed gages were installed on the keel and on a frame
number in the fire room and two putty gages were installed in the
raperstructure. The gage locatio•s were selected on each ship to.
be as much similar to the location, on the DD404 and DD408 as
possible. These gages were essentially range gages. The results
would give data oa. the shock characteristics as a function of the
distance of the ship from the explosion.
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Since ftese r"xg g ages were tu locations which were similar to thooe-n w had a moe complete in•tru.entat tw
Va~~ th sip WO 

'no It was cca
Sidered pocsible to draw conclusion cacernbig the shock character.IOCS= throughout the ship with tue data from the range gages and the11ncluion drawn on shock propagation through the ships structuras a reault of the analysis of the data from the gages on the DD4G4
and DD408.

.U. SUBMApINES

The Instrumentation plan for the submarines was similar tothe plan for the destroyer Instrimentation in that -two of the targetsWbpz had a reiatively large number of gages installed to give dataan the transmission of shock through the structure of the ship whilethe remaining six ships had but two gages, each installed to give fkdata on the intensity of shock as a function of distance from the
e~xpl oion. 

•

In all eight ships the r.ange gages, one putty gage and one rz :dgage, were installed on the flange of a hull stiffener in the torpedoroom and on the side of the ship which was closer to the explosion.Except for the SS308 and the &S335, this constituted the instrumeno,tati=on However, in the cases of the SS308 and. SS833L in addition Lothese range gages, twelve putty gages were in:-m- I 'ed in each ship to.give datq on the characteristics of the shock or" ,.rirg in variousparts of the ship. The locations of these gag.ezc ýif :oe as follows.-In the engine room on the generator foundaion, 'the maneuveringroom on the supports for the control cubical anH. also on the controlcubical, in the control ro')ms on bulkhead stiffeni.rs, in the conningtower on the external plates, and on frame and deck beams in thetorpedo rooms. The objective of the ins tru, n riai . c.. was -o obtaindata on the characteristics of the shock to which equipment, in theSeveral types of structure of which a ship is composed, was subject-ed due to the explosion.

CAPITAL SHIPS
The capital ships instrumentated were the battleshilps US&NEW YORK AND USS NEVADA, and the cruisers USS SALT LAKECITY and the USS PENSACOLA. These ships were treated individ-ually and not as a group of practically indentical structures aswere the destroyers and submarines.

The gages installed were putty gages and reed gages and thelocations were chosen with the same view in mind as in the case ofthe destroyers, namely, -to give Information concerning the propag-ation of shock through the structure of the ships.
TOP SECRET 16



The gages were installed on the hull weil below the waterlinc
On a frame member or some rigid structure attarthed to the large
Oh"ebtal members of the hull in interior compartments above the
wateritne as well as in the superstructure.

APA i"arUMENTATrlON

yery little Instramentation was aW±emppted on the APA's. For
the A'A shot, two ships, the APA64 and APA65, has InstramentL Ji-
stalled, and on the "B" shot the APA87 was added. The instrumen-
tation coasisted of putty gages installed 'on the founlalions of equIp-
ment. Two gages were installed on external hall frame mernbers,
me gage below the waterline and one above the waterline. The othEpm
were Installed on the following foundations: Main switchboard., L.izn

motor, and. main generator.

All that was intended to be found from these gages was thc
peak value of the acceleration which would be guide and check to
beý used in the analysis of the data from the velocity meters which
were adjacent to these putty gages.
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SECTION IV

GAGE LOCATIONS AND DATA

The data Is arranged by ships in the following sequence:
destroyers, submarines, attack ta.F.nsports, cruisers, and battlezsps.
Ships of a class are in numerical order. Following the data for each
ship and class of ships is a discussion of that data.

The following notefb explain some of the notation and symbols used
In that data.

Note 1. The lowest critica ' rccelaration for the low range putty
gage is 20g.; the lowest for the high range gage is 50g, When no inden-
tatlon was found, the acceleration is recorded as less ti.an 20g. or less
than 50g.

Note 2. The orientation of a gage is described as "directed up"*,
"direCt to port", etc. "Directed up"' mears Lhat the gage body is
above the mounting base, "direct.ed to port" means that the gage body
is to port of the mounting base, etc. A putty gage records only the
acceleration vector or its component which is directed. in tbe same
sense as the gage.

Note 3. The reed gage deflections are desri.bed as "up"' mean-
ing toward the top of the gage or "down" meaning toward the mounting
base. On the frequency-response curves 'up'" and. "down' refer tn the
direction toward which the reed, deflected .even though ihe accelerations
plotted are those of the brass weight and, 1herefore have an opposite dJ.-
rection.

Note 4. Directions indicated in the tables of indentor gage
readings are the directions toward which the accerlation vec(tors are
pointed.

Note 5. The following abbreviations and symbols are used:

G Putty gage
R' Reed gage
IR" Motorized reed gage
V' Velocity meter
Q indentor gage
0 Shock displacement gage
g Acceleration of gravity = 32.2 .ft/sec.2
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fn Natural frequency of vibration In cycles per sec.
c.p.s. Cycles per second

ds Static deflection, or the deflection corresponding
to a steady acceleration of 1g.

A Test Able
B Test Baker

Note 6. Motorized reed gage records for Baker showed several
saccemive shocU, but it was not possible to separate the records into
a coxistent number of pulses. However, the l~st pulse, due presumably
to air blast, was always 4kstinguishableo In preparing frequency-re-
spnee curves from these records, the maximum amplitudes m the air
blast shock re Cord have been labeled "wave 2". Maximum amplitudes
due to the preceding group of shocks, presumably wa ter-borne, are
labeled "'wave 1"'.

Note 7. The bearing listed for each ship in the commeni.s ,n
that ship is the bearing of the e~ploslon relative to the ship.

Note 8. DSM reports on shock damage to ships are. taken i. Uwn

reference 6.

Note 9. Photos of gage locadions referred. ,o -. e In ½ he Photo-
graphic Volume of tids group of reports.

Note 10. Numbers (1), (2), or (3) [O!lov.Jig , ].ei•e:r - A. ;".
Able data) are estimates of the reiadive sho7k i!•'; •v ;:o be' xpeced.
at the gage localioand. are defined n Se•.i or,. V• D. TSS2U S.[ON OF DATA
TEST ABLE,
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DD390 - US8 ]RALPH TALBOT

PFUty Qages

G1 - Photo 252. In ifreroom compartment B-2-1. Directed up on to
of keel at frame 99. Note: Cast iron ballast ingots cover the hull plates
for about 2 1/2 ft. either side of keel.

A. (3) 75g. B. 300g.

G2 - Mmilar to.phcto 262. in fireroom, compartment B-2-1. Directed
inboard normal on flage of Frame 99, 4 ft. below upper grating level
on starboard side.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. 60g.

G3 - Similar to photo 291. In C.I.C. room, directed up on deck at frame
62. 5 in. inboard from starboard bulkhead.

A. (2) 60g. I. 100g.

G4 - Photo 253. In passage-way A-0101-36 just forward of ships Ofce.
Directed to port on overhead beam at frame 58. 3 ft. to starboard of
ship centerline.

A. (2) 110g. B. 100g.

Reed Gages

BR'1 - Similar to photo 260. In fireroom, compartment B-2-i. Directed
inboard, normal on flange of starboard frame 100, 4 1/2 it. below upper
gratiug level.

20 cps 40 cps

Graph Up Dn Up Dn

A. (3) Fig. 8 .105 .10 .02 .04

B. Figure 9 .02 .03 0 0

R'2 - Photo 252. In fireroom compartment B-2-1. Directed up on
frame 99 flange. About 1 ft. to starboard of keel centerline.

.e-20 cps 40 cps
Up Dn Up Dn

A. (3) readings all zero.
B, Figure 10 .10 .07 Record torn
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S- Photo 254. In Areroom compartment B-2-1. Directed forward
cn aft starboard support of ut boller, frame 105.

A. Readings all zero

B. Readings all zero

Indenter G(age

Photo 255. On underside of Mk. 51, 20 mrm gun director plf-m•
Dir•ted down at intersection of 3" I-beam (abomt frame 55) and 3"
xtfener (an st'ilp centerline). Director platform is just forward o
C.LC. room,

A B (
Up 85g. Up 50g.
Dn. 65 Dn 70
406 760 650 300

1300 280 1550 390
9200 410 2450 330
3100 615 3350 440

Q2 - Photo 256. On Navigating Bridge deck-dire(tApd up on deck, 2 in.

from base of starboard IV•A. ,27 torpedo direwtor, Approx. frame 66 1/2.

A B

Up 230g. Up 65g.
Dn 220 Dn 65
75° 1270 600 40

1656 135 1500 35
2550 1550 2400 65
3450 65 330' 60

Q3 - Photo 257T, On top of pilot house. Normal on flange of aft star-

board brace of base of Mk. 33 gun director.

A B

brg. 19* elev. 280 250g. brg. 41'elev. 280 155g.
brgo 540 elev.-55* 90 brg. 1200elev. 20* 60
brg. 120 elev. 20= 20 bPrg. 1740elev. 550 95
brg. 1990elev. -281 260 brg. 221Velev. 280 220
brg. 246 eleV. 55* 70 brg. 300 elev. -200 350
brg. 300*elev. -200 20 brg. 356*elev. 550 80
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Q4 - Photo 258. Inaldo Utrret of Mk. 33 pu dtrector above pilot hoose.
Dimtd upon top of part arm of forward U-bracket.

A B

Up 50g. Up 40g.
Dn 30 Dn 30
70" 165 00 60

1600 40 900 130
2500 15 1800 86
340° .20 2700 185

COMMENTS

C Test Able Range 3736 ft. Bearing ad burst 139°

The putty and reed gages were not on surfaces exposed to air
blast and therefore gave small readings. G4, horizontal withib the
superutrucuture, probably gave a representative reading (110g.) for
Interimo superstructure locations while readings for locations below
the waterline show negligible values. R' 1 vertical on the keejl shows
a low-frequency excitation of about 200-300 cps.

Some indenter gages (Qi, QW, and Q3) showed v'ery high read-
ings. This is partially in accord vith. the fact that they were on
siractures which were struck directly by air blast. Q,2 showed its
high reading in a direction paralIel to the free-air shockwave front
which might possibly be due to reflection of the wave from the super-
sructare. Q.2 in particular shows equal high readings in opposite
directions which indicates that rattling of the weight caused most
Qf the reading 200-500g. seems to be a reasonable esLh.: c of the
peak acceleration of expoed ordnance equipment. Q4 within the gun
director Oaws a reading of less than 165g. in accord with that of
G4 within the riperstrucahre.

Test Baker Range 5450 ft. Bearing of burst 2650

The gage louations were planned for direct exposure of the star-
board side to the shock waves while the wave actually struc- the part
side.

The gages below the waterline registered a higher shock at the
keel than on the hull away from the blast. The 300g. reading of the
keel putty gage is not well substantiated by the adjacent reed gage.
However, in consideration of the poor reed gage accuracy at high
frequency, the apparent disagreement is explainable if the shock pulse
duration is less than. I millisecornd.
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The superstauctire gages all show vertical accelerations of
100r, cc les. Since the 100g. vertical reading occurred on the putt
gap In the C.I.C. room and the exposed indenter gages read less
VaIcally, It seems probabe that the rigin of the vertical shock
was underwater pressure waves. Q0,. exposed to air blast, had a
400g. horizontal reading; Q2 was shielded from air blast and had
readings below 80g. Q3 was partially exposed to air blast and liad
a 220g. reading; and Q4 within the gun director had a 130g. reading.
These readings indicate that shock due to both air and water blast
wvaves was felt In the superstructure; the horizontal reading due to
airborne pressure and the vertical due 'o waterborne waves. 100-
300g. seems a fair figure to assign to shock In exposed ordnance
equipment.

T
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DD402 - UM8 MAYhANT

Putty Gages

G1 - Photo 259. In aft fireroom, compartment B-2-1. Directed in-
board, normal on flange of starboard frame 101, 4' below upper grat-
ig level.

A. Not installed. B. 75g.

G2 - Similar to Photo 262. In aft fBreroom, compartment B-2-10
Directed up on top flange of keel, 56 in. forward of bulkhead. 1.04.5.

A. Not installed. B. Less than 50

G3 - Similar to photo 291. In C.I.C. room. Directed up on deck over

the beam at frame 59. 6 in. inboard from starboard bulkhead,

A. Not installed, B. 300g. g.

G4 - Similar to photo 271. In C.I°C. room. Directed to port on bracket
on deck over beam at frame 60. 6 ino inboard from starboard bulkhead..

A. Not installed, B. Unreadable

Reed Gages

Ryl - Photo 260. In aft fireroom, compartment B-2-1. Directed inL-
board, normal on flange of starboard frame 97. 4 ft, 6 in. below
upper grating level.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps
Up Dn Up Dn

A, Not Installed

B. Figure 12 .47 .495 .17 .135

R'2 - Similar to photo 262. In aft fireroom, compartment B-2-1.
Directed up on top flange of keel, 66 in, forward of bulkhead frame104.5o .

A. Not installed

B. Not installed
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COMMENT S

Test Baker Range 2600 ffo Bearing 3530

The Lnst-umen'ation was planned for starboard exposure to the
pressure waves, rather than the port bow.

In view of the high vertical putty gage acceleration of 300g. in
the C.I.C. room, and the sizable deflections of RPI on the hull, it is
difficult to explain the lcw readings of the hull putty gages. DoSoM.
reports a dishing of the starboard hull amidships, appa'rently due to
the contact with tugs during deccntamination, which makes the RP].
reading unreliable.

Ii;"
' , 46
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DD40S3 USS TRIPPE

Ptt Gages

G1 - Photo 262. In aft fireroom, compartment B-2-1. Directed in-
board, normal on flange of starboard frame 97. 4 It. below upper prat-
Ing level,

A. Not installed B. Less than 50g.

G2 - Photo 263. Tn aft flreroom, compartment B-2-1. DirecLed up
on top flange of keel. 56 in. forward of frame 104.5.

A. Not installed B. Unreadable

G3 - Similar to photo 292. In C.I.C. room. Directed up on deck at
frame 82. 5 in. Inboard frcm starboard bulkhead.

A. Not installed B. L is than 20g,

CA - Similar to photo 272. In C.I.C. room. Directod to port on bracket
on deck at frame 61. 7 in. inboard from starboard. bulkhead,

A. Not installed B. Less than 20g.

Reed Gages

R'I - Similar to photo 261. In aft fireroom, compartrnenz P-2-1.
Directed inboard, normal on flange of starboard frame 101, .4 ft 6 in.
below upper grating level.

A. Not installed B. Readings all zero

R'2 - Photo 263. In aft fireroom, compartment B-2-1. Directed up on
top flange of keel, 66 in. forward of frame 104.5.

A. Not installed B. Unreadable

COMMENTS

Test Baker Range 4125 ft Bearing 3460

The In."-ixumentation was placed for starboard exposure to the

pressure wave rather than the port bow.

All gages show no shock of intensity adequate to cause any read-
ings. DSM reports no shock effects other than breakage of a few light.
bulbs .
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•4O( USBR HEND

PIZ* Ga e

1 - Photo 263. In aft flreroom, compartment B-2-1. Directed in-
bead, normal on flange of starboard frame 97. About 5 ft. below maun
deck.

A. '(1) 450g, B. 300g,

02 - Photo 264. In aft fhrerooom, compartment B-2-1. Directed in-
board, ••rmal on flange of starboard frame 101. 4 fL below upper
gratU level.

C A. (3) less than 50 g. B. Lexb than 0g.

03 - Photo 263. In aft fireroom, compartment B-2-1. Directed. up
va Zutg of frame 101 about 6 in. to port of keel center line.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. Less than 50g.

G4 - Photo 266. In forward engine room, compartment B-3-1. Directed
up am foundation of starboard low-pressure turbine. about. 4 ft. below
turbine shaft.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. Less than 50g.

G5 - Photo 266. In forward engine room, compartment B-3-i. Directed
to port on foundation of starboard low-pressure turbine, about. 4 fL below
tuoin'be shaft.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. Less than 50g.

G6 - Photo 267. In forward engine room, compartment, B-3-1. Directed
up on top flange of short horizontal channel welded between two vertical
stiffeners of bulkhead 118. The channel supports the forward end of
the I-beam which passes under the starboard end of the main switchboard.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. Less than 50g.

G7 - Photo 268. In main battery director, Directed up on special bracket
added on starboard vertical supports of director equipment. just inside
starboard door of director.

A. (2) 1 10g. B. Less than 20g.
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M4D404 - US8 HIRMD

Putýr Gages

G8 - Photo 268, In main battery director. Directed to port on same
bracket as G 7,

A. (2) 100g. B. Less than 20g.

G9 - Photo 269. In Supply Office. Directed up an deck at frame 60,
12 in. from Inboard bulkhead.

A. (3) legm than 20g. B. Les tUan 20g.

010 - Photo 270. In Supply Office. Directed to port on flane af vericl
siiffener (frame 60) of starboard bulkhead. 3 ft. 6 in. above deck.

A. (1) 200g. B. 30 g.

G1l - No photo. At top of main mast. Directed up on seat bracket
about 3 ft. below top of mast.

A. Not. recovered - Mast bent.

G12 - No photo. At top of main mast. Dlreýied to port on starboard
side, of mast abou4 2 ft below top of masi,

A. Not recovered - Mas. bent

G13 - Similar to photo L01. in forward engine room., compartment B-
3-1. Directed up on port aft. corner of inboard. turbo-generator bas4.
at approx. frame 1.14, Base is on upper grating level.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. Less than 50g.

G14 - Similar to photo 801. In forward engine room, compartment B-
3-1. Directed to part aft corner of inboard 'trbo-generator base at
apprux. frame 114. Base is on upper grating level.

A. (3) less than 50go B. Over 300g.

GI5 - Photo 271. In C.IoC. room. Directed to port on bracket an deck
at frame 62. 5 in. inboard ±rom starboard bulkhead.

A. (2) 125g. B. 5og.
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DD404- Us RHMID

Pit*v Gages

O18 - Analar to photo 302. In EnmgLner's Recd Of1ce. Diected up
mi deck at frame 101. 8 in. inboard from starboard bulkhead.

A. (2) 70g, B. Less tan20g.

Reed Gages

V$1 - Photo 272. S~ow speed. In aft fireroom, compartment B-2-I.
DireeW inboard, na'mal on flange of starboard frame 101, about 5
f' below main deck.

20 cps 40 cps
Graph Up Dn Up Dn

A. (1) Fig. 14 B Fig. 15 .595 .57 .45 .38

"B wave 1 Fig. 23 Fig. 24 .03 .02 .02 .02

"B wave 2 Fig. 23 Fig, 25 .025 G045 .01 .025

R "2 - Similar to photo 260. Slow speed, In aft fireroom compartment
B-2-1. Directed to port, normal on flange of starboard fram.e 97. 56 in.
below upper grating level.

20 cps 40 ops

Graph Up Dn Up Dn

-A., (3) Fig. 16 Fig, 17 J135 .175 302 .05

B wave I p, Fig. 26 Fig. 27 .02 .02 .01 f01

B wave 2 p,, Fig. 26 Fig. 28 ..02 '025 .01 .02

R03 - Photo 265, Slow speed. In aft fireroom, compartment B-2-1.
Directed up on top flange of keel at frame I01o

20 cps 40 cps
Graph Up Dn Up Dn

A. (3) Fig. 18 Fig. 19 .05 .02 .02 .015

B. Readings all zero
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DD404 - USS RIMND

Reed Gages

1'4 - Photo 266. High speed. In forward engi.e room, compartment
B-:3-1. Directed up or- foundation of starboard low*pressurt, turbi&.
About 4 ft. below turbtv shaft.

20 cps 40 cps
Graph Record Up Dn" Up Dn

A. (3) Readlupg all Zero.

B.. wave I Fig.29 Figo30 .03 .03 .02 .01
Fig,S1

B. wave 2 p. Fig.2.9 Ftgo32 .02 .015 0 0

1e05 - Photo 2660 High speed. L- forward engine room,qompartmen.t
B-3-Io Directed to port on starboard low-pressure turbine foundation
near F 4.

20 cps 40 cps

Graph Record, Up Dn Up Dn

A. (3) Readings all zero.

B. wave 1 FigM33 Fi.o34 X02 .01 .005 .005

B. wave 2 Fig. 33 Figo35 M02 M015 .01 .01

rZ6 - Photo 267° High speed, IT forward engine room, c-ompartment
.B-3-1L Directed dowa. on underside of fore-and-,aft J-beam under star-
board. end. of main swlichboard. Gage is at upper graiJng level about 30"
;orward. of bulkhead 1. 18.

20 cps 40 cps

Graph .Re-ord Up Dn. Up Dn

A. (3) Readings all zero.

B. wave I Figo36 Fig.37 .05 .06 .02 .02
Fig. 38

B, wave 2 Fig. 36 Fi-g39 .025 .035 .02 .02
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DD404 -UL98 EBIND

Reed Gages

R*'•7 -Photo 273. Slow speed, In main battery director directed up on
special bracket added on starboard supports of director equlpmenL lust
inside starboard door of director.

20 cps 40 cps

Graph Record Up Dn Up DI

A. (2) Readings all zero.

B. wave I Fig. 4 Flg.41 X02 .04 .02 .02

B. wave 2 Fig.4 Fig042 .035 .05 .02 0

V-98 -Photo 27.3 In main battery director. Directed to port on same bra-
cket as R-.'7.

A. Unreadable

B. Record. lost

RBd - Photo 274. Jn Supply Off'.ce Direc.-ed up (.n. deck a) 4'ame 60, 30
in, from hiboard bulkhead.

20 c~ps 40 cp5
Graph Record .Up Dn Up Dn.

Ao (3) Fig. 20 Fig. 21 .03 M 08 .025 .07

B. wave I Fig. 43 FjgA,4 035 X035 .02 .02

B. wave 2 Figo43 Fig.45 . 02 102 .01, .01.

R'10 - Photo 275. In Supply Office, Directed to port on flange. of vertical
stiffener (frame 63) of starboard. bulkhead. About 3 f,,,- above deck.

20 cps 40 cps
Graph Record. Up Dn Up DLa

A,. (1) Fig. 22 135 1.59 ý57 Y/15

B. Figure 46 Ai! .125 .27 .27
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DD404 USS RBIND

Indenter Gages

Q1 - Similar to photo 306, In aft (No. 4) 5" gun .rret. Dfrected upa
derk frame member on starboard edge of breech clearance depreW=
about 2 ft. forward of starboard support of gun. Direction asmme
gun to be pointed aft.

A B

Up Ogo Up 35g.
Dn 55 Dn 60
250 48 15, 40

1150 70 1050 25
205' 112 1950 25
295' 22 2850 50

Q2 -Photo 276. On starboard 40 mm gun platform at approximately
frame 135, Directed up on deck over the 'Intersection of two beams
under the platform. To starboard. and aft of gun pedestal.

A B

Up 60go Up 85g.
Dn 140 Dr 40
400 150 800 90

1300 90 1.700 70
220' 170 2600 75
3100 85 3,50 80

Q3 - Photo 277. On post. 40 mm gun platform at approximately
frame 135. Directed up on deck at locatUon summetrical] about ahip
centerline wiih Q2 loca-tion,

A B

Up 125go Up 160g&
Dn 140 Dn 50
19' 725 150 235

1000 295 1050 70
1900 370 19.50 430

2800 1.60 •85' 70
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DD404 - USS RBIN

Indenter Gages

;4 - Phqto 278. on port mark 51, 40 mm gun director platform, DIe;Mto
ed dmn. at intersection of beama on undersIde of platform, D ,ectw p•d-
evtal is over center of rectangle formed by beams on underside of plat-
form; gage is at forward starboard corner of this rectangle.

A 3

Up 50go Up 40g.
Dn 70 Dn 80
450 55 70,a 35

1350 50 1600 25
2250 120 2500 '30
3150 80 3401 30

Photo 279. On .main deck about 6" outboard from base of port tor-

pedo tubes. Direct'ed up over main frame member of approx. frame 112.

A B

U0 0g. Up 50g.
Dn 60 D.Dn 20
300 50 0° 40

1200 80 90 ° ;•
2100- 80 1800 15
3000 50 2700 "13

Q6 - Ph.oto 280. At' base of port It.orpedo director on navi.gation bridge
deck, DL>r----ted up on deck t:o starboard, and. alft. of - .... pedestal
over Intersection deck relifarc'ng nw emterso

A B

Up 105go Up
Dn 10 Dn 90

50 170 00. 20
950 100 900 35

1950 200 1300 0
2754 .130 2700 70
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DD404 - UL REIND

Indenter Gages

Q07 - Photo 281. On pedestal of main 5 in.. Zw director. Directed aft
and up on fl•ge of aft braoe of the support tube, 2 in. above.top o pilet

A B

ba. 00 elev. -20 35g% brg. 0 elev. -20" 30g.
71 " 420 517 71 •" 42 90

" 1092 " .42 331 " 1091 1' -420 48
" 180 " 200 11 " 180 " 200 50

" 251 " -42 375 " 2510 .-429 95
" 289 " 420 712 " 289 " 421 48

08 - Photo 268. Inside main 5 in. gun director twrret, Directed up *.

same bracket as G 7 ete.

A B

Up 165g. Up 50g.
Dn 170 Dn 30
700 520 750 20

1600 490 1650 3
2500 400 2b5 30
3400 550 3450 30

Q9 - Photo 282. Liside main 5 in. gun director. Direc•led up on 3 in.
K 3 I•n x 1/8 In. channel which runs forwar'd from forward. port corner
of the inLernal director mechanism shell, 30 in, above platform. which
is just inside port, dooT Qf director,

A B.

Up 280go Up 180g.
Dn 260 Dni 175
450 270 450 310

1350 425 1350 200
2250 345 2250 160
3150 440 3150 125
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DD404 -USS RHIND

ModkDisplacemeni Gages

01 - Photo 283, in aft f1reroom, compartment B-2-1. Directed tW pot

on flange of starboard shell frame 93. 3 fL. below main deck.

B. Recrd not reproduced but Is available.

02 - Photo 284. In aft flreroom compartment B5-2-1. Directed to pcrt
on Lange of starboard shell frame 93. 4 ft. beow upper grating level.

B. Record not reproduced t is available.

03. Photo 285. In aft fte room comparI nt B-2-1. Directed up Qa
Laage of port frame 101 near keel.

B. Record not reprodc but is available.

04 - Photo 286. In forward engine ro$oL, compartment B,-3-1. Direzted
' up on starboard aft corner of base o/starboard b.rbo- generator at
approx. frame 114. Base is at uppef grating level.

B. Record not roduced but is available,

Velocity Meter- /
V'1 - Photo 287. In aft fireroo*i, compartment. B-2-1o On starboard
frame 101, 5 fh. below main deck. Directed. to pot, No•e. Travel to
base stop is 1" ± 1,32"o

A, (1) Record not distinguishable

B. Record not dis-UinMlshableo

V'2 - Photo 264. AAt ftreroomi, compartment B-2-1. Directed to port,
on •s•arboard frame 101, below upper gra~ing level. Note: Travel to
,Ease stop is 1 1/'8", + i/32".

A, (3) Rpec'ord not distingaisableo
B. Record not d.lstingushable.
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DD404 - USS REND

Velocity Meters

V13 - Photo 272. Aft fireroom compartment B-2-1. Directed up on
frame 101, about 1 ft. to starboard of keel centerline.

A. (3) Record not distiuishable.

B. Record not distinguishable.

V'4 - Photo 266. Forward engine room, B-4-1. Directed up onstar-
board low pressure arbine foiudatIon, about 4 ft. below turbine haftL
Notw. Travel to base auop is 1 1/16" + 1/32".

A. (3) Record not distingulshable,

B. Record not distingilshable.

7$ 5 -Photo 288. Forward engine room, compartment B-S-1. Dix-ect-
ed to starboard on starboard low pressure turbine foundation, about 4
ft below turbine shaft. Note: Travel to base stop is 1"• + 1/32",

A. (3) Record not distinguishable,

B. Record not distinguishableo

Vý6 - Photo 289. Forward engine room, compartment B-9-1. Directed.
d-own on under side of beam under starboard end of main switchboard,
20"' forward of bulkhead 118o

Aý. (3) Record not distinguishable.

B. Record not distinguishable.

V'7 -Photo 269. Supply Office. Directed up on deck over beam at
frame 60, 12"' from inboard bulkhead. Note: Travel to base stop
is 1" +j 1/32".

A. (3) Record not distinguishable@

B. Fig. 48,' Channel 7.
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Dfl4O4 -U85 PHLND

Vieloeily Meters

V'8 - Photo 270. sapply Office. Directed to port an starboard buslkhad
b= -e 61, abt 3 f above deck. Noat: Trvel t base ao in 1$" i2"

A. (1) Fig. 47, Chamel 8.

B. Fig. 47, Cbe=*l 8.

Vr - Photo 290. Main battery director. Directed up c gae
JIt Inside st•rboard door. Ntei: Travel t bane stop Is 1/'e-4,

A. (2) Pecord nort dieaeN

B. Reeord not distinsgulabable.

V'1O Photo 290. Main gm director. Directed to part o• gage bra&e
Jut Inside starboard dome',

A. (2) FI. 47, Channel 10.

B. Fig. 48, Channel 10.

COMMENTS

Test Able Range 3038 ft. B'earing 610

Putty gages Gi, G7, G8, G10, G15 and. G16 were the only gages
to show any reading, All these were on or very close to bulkheads
cm sf•r'ctares acted upon directly by the pressure wave. In fact all
these stuctures were dished severely by the pressure. Note that
G2 which was about 5 ft. below the waterline was wuAffected whileý
GI, 5' above the waterline, read 450g.

Reed gages R'PI and R'10 had high -readings in accord with the
put•y gages adjacent to them. Both show a long duration shocik an
Inlicated by their frequency response curves. R 10 was an the
Supply OQice bulkhead which was ruptured and dished several Inches,
and indicates ait "equivalent shock duration!" of. 20 m Kliseconds. R 1
Indcates an equivalent duration of 10 and/or 2 inlliscords. The
difference in response frequency Is tentatively attributed to di~erence
in naturai frequency of the structures on which the gawes were mounted.
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The Indenter gage readings are Wrly ccnaltent with the othe
gage reainp. Q1• Q2 4, and Q5 all had rather low readins ap-

patently because th were tied In closely with heavy rigid mowttng
baums ra4her than the lighL structures with extensive exposed aRrea
wchih produced I&Tp putty and reed gage readinp. Q0 at the pga-t
zkld lmatio corresponding to 04 on the starboard side read high
Mýr easmns not apparent QG gave a reasonable reading; Q7 seems
rather hgh. Q8 was adjacent to G 7 andG8nd read 501 and 500%
higher than these putty gages fcr the same directions.

Vele-,Iy meters V'8 and V'10 indicate shocks in agreement with
te similzarly placed ived gaps and, putiy gae. VP8 records a
yelocity change of about 18 ft./sec. In an Interval of 10 millisecouids
at time equal to .165. In this interval the greatest slope correspaft"
to about 110g. as compared with 200g. recorded by G8 at the same
lWcatio. A ti'maslent vribrattin of about 70 cpa is discernable. R'10
at this location indicated a disturbance of about 100 cps. The V'10
record is of a quite diffew.rmt nature, presumably because the gage
locativ was no'- closely connected with exterior surfaces. Inter-
pretaion 0f this wave in difticult sinde the sudden velocDy changes
at .12 and .15 seconds are probably due to bottoming of the gage. The
rise from .075 to .12 seconds is gradual and corresponds roughly to
the natural vibration frequency of the spiing supp orted mass of the
velocity meter. Siuce the adjacent putty agae read 100g., it. Iis con-
cluded that -he velocity change produced tv the 100g. acceleration
"was not large enough to be apparent on th -. e.- ociMy meter record.

In mmmary, 500g. seems, to be a fair estimate o flte acceler-
ation of siar'ctures having a high ratdo of directly erp osed. area to
resistance to motion (ioe. mass or rigid, connection to massive ua-m
axposed members). Locations immediately adjacent to the above
but not close to very heavy mkmbers registers about 100-200g.
Examples of these latter' locations are withiUn the gun director, with-
in the Engineer's Record Jffice, on the deck of CJoCop etc. Heavy
masses such as the 5'9. guns and. the torped.o tube base undergo
accelerations less than 100g, and structure over•, say, 5 ft. away
from the exposed surfaces show accelerations under 100g. even with-
out benefit af adjacent massive Items,

Test Baker Range 6826 ft. Bearing 3180

The Instrumenta'lion was planned for direct exposure of the
starboard side to the shock waves, while the port bow was actually
clsest to the explosiaa,
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The only putty gages to show readings were G I, G10, G14, and
G15 of which only G1 and G14 were of significant magnitude. Since
the indentations of G14 were very small and a zero reading is indicat-
ed by -the location and the readings of the other gages, it is considered
that the G14 reading should be Ignored. The G(1 reading also Is
questionable slace the Identical locatio aan the DD408 showed no read-
Ing and Its location was very likely to be strack by a tug or small boat.

All the reed gages showed negligible shock, The motorized gages
recorded the underwater and afrblast shocks separately on the time-
scale. The motorized reed gages show a trend which is supported by
the velocity meters and other gages in that the keel and hull gages
suffered less shock due to the underwater pressure than those in the
miperstructure. This is a contradiction to the generally accepted
rule that the shock in the hull us greater than that above the waterLine.
This will be discussed in the comments on the destroyers as a class.

W-l'.e the motorized reed gage records do not permit definAiJ
separation of the successive pulses prior to the alrblast,, they shcAl
excitation by these pulses up to 1.3 seconds after the initial exci.La-
tion. The major pulses are usually apparent however.

V'7., V'8, and V'I10 were- the only meters Lo show readings above
the background. V 7 and V9 10 record low and a.ppar;ntly reliable
indicaLions of the successive underwater press••-, wave~s 178 shows
one definite pulse and vibration probably at thE bNL..kead natural
frequency bui it is not. certain whether this is 'dn. to -11 or water
pressure. Note that these gages were in Whe sup-rsi • )are

Q3 and Q9 were the only Indenter gages which recorded a shoc,.
It may be signifficani'that both were on the port side,. Q9 is w-luhr.i
the gun director and yields a higher reading than the putiy gages and
the indenter gage on the starboard side of !he director o•r ihe indenter
gage a' the base of the directoro 'This suggests that is reading and.
probably that of Q.9 were caused. by the airborne pressure wave.

While ihe shook recorded was low, data was obtained on 11he
-variation in shock with location in the ship, Both air and water
r'ressur&-.produced readings but. the distribution of the waterbo:rne
shoJ.k is thus far anam-ailous.
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DD406 - USS STACK

Pat Gages

G1 -to allar to pboto 261. Aft flreroom, compartment B-2-1. Dpr-to pwt an stexboard trame 97. 4 ftL below upper grattng level.

A. (3) esLsthan 0g. B. Lem than 6g.

G2 - 81mila to photo 262. Aft fi'eroom-, compE-tment B-2-1. Direet
ad up an top of keel 10". forward of frame 101.

A. Le th •h 50g. B. Lesw than 50g.

G3 - Photo 291. C .LC. Directed up on deck 5" inboard frm starb- rd
bulkhsd, 1just insiade starboaa'rd door,

A. (2) 90go Ba 30g.

G4 - Photo 292, Supply.Offlfce. Directed to part on beam, frame 61.
3 fL from beam on ship's center line and to starboard,,

A. (2) 40g. B. Less 'han 20g.

Reed Gages

RI Similar to photo 260, Aft fireioonM, ompaxrTmPun B-2-L°
Directed to port an slarboard frarne 101, 4 ft~br]1w upper gratng
level.

20 opq 20 cps
Graph U9 Dn Up Da

A. (3) Fig. 50 °055 .05 .015 .015

B, F.go 5F .03 I03 0 .02

R'2 - Similar to photo 262. Aft ffreroom, compartment. B-2-1. Vertical
on top of keel at f.rame 10.1 Dixected up.

20 cps 20 cps
Graph Up Dn Up Da i

"A. Readings all zero,

B, 71garje 52 0.65 .055 .005 0
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DD46 - USS M'ACK

COMMENTS

Test Able Rame 3996 ft Bearig 31.

Thw ggex below the waterine Indicated xegligte shock altb*Qk
R'2 on the keel had a slight sheek. The pu±t gg Im C.LC. p- v.mim4-
imp d 90 and 40g. in god rel.ti,. with the smilart• y plae paw

fthe DD390 and DD40.

Text Baker Range 6150 ft. Berig '4m

iuummoenta weaf placed in expeei~tio f cd b ience at the prw-
*un wave = the suaqxmxd aide rath than the part w. Tho UW
wate reed p4Pe indicated dsgWt shock. The =1y putt gage wh1ch
had a recard was vertical In C4LoC. which supparts the anomow data
.d fbDD4O4, DD402t etc.
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DD408 - WILSON

Put•t Gages

GI - Photo 2938 Mt Uireroom, compartment B-2-1. Directed to port
68V below main deuK on starboard hull frame 101. First frame fwd.
of aft bulkhead of aft flreroom.

A, (1) less than 50g. B. Less than 60g.

G2 - Photo 294. Aft fireroom, compartment B-2-1. Normal to hull
frame 101 on starboard side of ship 48" below upper grating level.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. Less than 50g.

G3 - Photo 295 and 317. Aft fireroom, compartment B-2-1, Directed
up an center line of keel 46" forward of frame 104.5.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. Less than 50g.

G4 - Photos 296 and 297. Forward engine room, compartment B-3-1.
Directed up on mounting pad of starboard low pressure turbine found-

A. (3) less Ihan 20g, B. Lpss than 20g.

G5 - Photo 298, Forward engini r ai, :',n rparlaienl B-3-1. Dire•-Led
to port on mouniwng pad of starboard low pressure .urbine foundation.

Ao (3) less than 20g. B. Less than 20g,

G6 - Photo 299, Forward engine room, compartment B-3-1. Directed
down on founda'ion of main sw, -chboard,

A, (3) less than 20g, B° 40g,

G7 - Photo 300, Main bai:.ery director. Directed up on special.
bracke i:. jus' inside siarboard door.

A,, (2) less than 20g. B. Less than 20g.

G8 - Photo 300. Main batr.4ery direcmor (Mark 33). Directed. to stax-
board on special bracket jast inside starboard door.

A. (2) 40g& B. 30g.
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DD408 - WILSON

Patty Gages

G9 - Similar to photo 269. Supply Office, Directed up oij. deck about
6" from Inboard bulkhead, On center line of beam at frame 63,

A. (3) 50&g B1. Less than 20m°

G10 - Similar to photo 270. Supply Office. Directed to port. 3 abovw
deck cu st .,-bua'd bulkhead at frame 60,

A, (1) 150g, B. 90g.

Gil - No Photo, Directed up on Lop of mast z.n antenna foundation.

A. (1) less than 20g, B. Less than 20g&

G12 - No photo.. Directed to port on top of mast.

A. Less than 20g, B. Less 1Jlan 20g.

G13 - Photo 301. (3) Forward engine room. Directed up on turbo-
generator base. Inboard turbo-generator on upc0. grauiag level at
approximate frame 114.

A., (3) less I'Ldin 20g_ B6

G14 - Photo 301. Forward e-ngflre room, Direped -, po.r&. on inboard
trbc- generac.cr base on upper grating level aW approximate frame 11.4.

A. (3) lez, than Zi)g. B. 50go

ý.•5 - Similar to photo 271., C...,,oC, Direcied Io port on deck bracket
5 to port of s'a:rboard •'ulklhead al' frame 62.

Ao (2) 80g. B. Less than 20g.

G16 - Photo M02, Engineer's reco:rd office. Directed up on deck 80P
port of starboard bulkhead at frame 101.

A. (2) 30g& B, 40g,
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DD408 - WILSON

Reed, Gages

R99. - Photo 293. Slow zpeed.. Aft fireroom, compartment B-2-i,
Directed to port on starboard shell frame 101, 52" below main deck,

Graph Record 20 cps 40 cps
Up Dn Up Dn

A. (1) Fig.54 Fig.55 A15 o16 A25 .13

B. wave 1 Fi~g6¶' Figo63 M025 .015 M02 M02

B. wave 2 Figo62 Figo64 .035 .07 .025 .05

R"2 - Photo 303. High speed., Aft fiheroom, compartment B-2-1. Direct-
ed. to port starboard shell frame 93, 59" below upper grating level. (third
frame forward of aft bulkhead).

Graph Record 20 cps 40 cps
Up Dn Up Dn

A. (3) Figo56 •055 .,045 0 0

B. wave I Fig 65 Fig, 66 '026 .025 .01 o01.
F.ig 67

B, wave 2 Figo65 F.'•,68 ,095 ,1 1. +035 b 03h

"3 -Photo 317. Hi-g speed. AFd . [irexroom, -omppar -menr B-2-1. Dixrect-
ed up on center line of k(ee] a i frame 101.

Gr,-a~ph Rec or'd. 20 (ps 40 -ps

Up Dn Tjp Dni

A. (31)Readings all zero

B. wave 1 Figo69 F~ig.70-76 1.3 .. 35 °035 ,04

B. wave 2 Fig.R9 .Figr.77 ,02, ,025 ,02 ,02
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DD40S -WILSON

Reed Gages

F t'4 - Photo 2964 Slow speed. Forward engine room, compartment
B-3-1. Directed up on mounting pad of starboard low pressure bibxine,.

Graph Record 20 cps 40 cps
Up Dn Up Dn

Ao (3) Readings all zero

B. wave I Fig.78 Fig.79 .02 .02 .02 °02

B. wave 2 Fig.78 Fig,80 .02 .02 .01 .01

I3'5 - Photo 297, Slow speed. Forward engine room, compa,tneiat
B-3-1, Directed to port on mounting-pad of starboard low pressure
tLxbins.

Graph Record 20 cps 40 !ps
Up Dn - p Dn

A. (3) Readings all zero,

B. wave 1 Fig.81 Fig.82 JO2 o02 .01 o01.

B. wave 2 Fig,81 Fig.85 '02 o01. .01 .01

- Photo 304. Slow speed. Forward engine room, .ompartment Bn3-li
Directed down on foundation of main switchboard,

Graph Re, rord 20 cps 40 cps
Up Dn Up Dn

A, (3) Fig. 57 Fig.58 o0.15 025 o01 .01.

B. wave 1 Figo84 Fig.85 °035 X025 .02 .02

B. wave 2 Fig. 84 Ftg.86 .13 ,13 .01. .03

R"!7 - Similar to Phol;o 270- High speed. Main battery director (Mark 33).
Directed up on special NRL brackeL jusi. inside starboard door.

A. (2) Fig, 59 A13 .15 .01 .03
B. wave I Fig,87 Fig.88-94 .035 .025 X02 .02
B. wave 2 Fig.87 Figo95-96 .07 .11 .025 .025
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DD408 - WILSON

Reed Gages

R'.8 - Bimilai' to photo 273. Main battery director (Mark S3). Directed
to starboard on special NRL bracket Just inside starboard door.

Graph Record Up Dn Up Dn
20 cps 40 cps

A. (2) Fig. 60 .168 .165 ,045 .026

B. Readings all zero,

R"'.' - Similar to photo 274, 11gh speed. Directed up on deck about 30"
to strboard of port. bulkhead. On center line of beam under frame 60K

Graph Record 20 cps 40 cps
Up Dn Up Dn

Ao (3) Readings all Lero

B. wave 1 Figo97 Fig.98-99 °065 .065 .02 .035

B. wave 2 Figo97 Figo10() Z00 '02, '02 -015

R'10 - Photo 305, Supply Office, Dire•-ed lo port' 3 fl. above deck on sotar-
board bulkhead frame 63.

Graph Re.ord 20 -p, 40 cps

Up Dn lip Dn

A. (1) Fig. 61 .67 .7 ' 97 .65

B. F'igure 101 .315 .1iD5 .70 .60

Indenter Gages

Q, - Photo 306. Number 4, 5' gun. On foundation at standing platform
level on starboard side of gun supports. 2 ft. aft on sla.rboard side
of breech clearance depression in deck, Directions assume gun to be
pointing aft.

A B

Up 50g. Up 55g,
Dn 30 Dn 85
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DI408- WIISOIN

Imndeter Gages

Q,1 - emunued.

A B

800 40 800 20
1700 25 1700 30
2600 50 2600 20
3500 30 3500 20

Q• I !imiar to photo 306. Number 3, 5" gun. Same posltion a. Q,1 with

r"Pect to g=

A B

Up 36g, Up
Dn 30 Bn 40
800 40 750 30
70 25 1650 15

2600 30 2556 20
850° 25 3450 40

Q3 - Photo 307. Port Mark 51 director. Directed up on starboard s de,
of director foundation at platform level.

A B

UP4g.-P35g.Up 40tuo .Upo

Dn Dn 35
150 100 150 40

1050 45 1050 0
195, -- 195 40
2850 60 2850 55

Q4 - Photo 308. S'arboard twin mount 40 mm P,=. On underside of
foundation at intersectlon of I-beams on starboard and aft corner of
inner square formed by -hese beams.

A B
Up 50g. Up 20g•,
DI& 70 Dn 25

0 450 20
S90 60 1350 50
S1.800 55 2250 0O

27@45 111515 50
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DD408 - WILSON

We•eter Gages

Q P - hoto 309. Sta-boavd torpedo director. Vertical on plaitcm. at
base of director on port aft corner of foundatiom. lIavi.aLon m br e.

A B

Up 90g. Up 26g.
Dn 80 Dn 20
.i.0e 110 300 90

10010 75 1200 63
A•00 75 2100 6,5
2800 00 3000 25

Q6Photo 310. Port torpedo director. Vertical on platform at base
of dfrecltr on starboard aft corner of foundationo

A B

Up 60g. Up 10g.

Dn .20 Du. .110
450 80 45b 50

1350 60 1350 40
2250 70 225b 50
3150 55 .. 30

Q7 - Photo 311, Mark 33 gun director. On deck at base of director
near port side of aft brace stiffenEr. "Ter -I-al

A B

Up 30g0 , Up 30g.
Dn 30 Dn 55
800 35 00 50

1700 40 90@ 20
.2600 50 1800 25
3501° 90 2700 35

Q8 - Similar to photo 273, Main director (Mark 33). Ir .;ae starboard

door on special iMRL bracket

A B

Up 95g& Up 5g1
Dii 55 Dn 5
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D408.- WILSON

da~r Gages

Q8 conthmzed

A B

80" 95g. 00 65
170" 40 90° 50
2800 90 180° 50
3500 55 2700 40

,9 - Photo 312. Port torpedo tubes. On deck 3240 clockwise from
part about 6" from foundatica colun.u Vertical.

A B

Up 30g. Up 60g.
Dn 50 Dn 30
75f 25 800 65

1650 35 1700 90
2550 20 2600 65
3450 30 3500 80

QI0 - Photo 294. Aft fireroom, compa'rtmeri.t B-2-1. On shell 4 ft 8"
below upper graUing level at frame 101, sarbord side. Normal to
flane of frame.

A B.

Normal irnb'd 50g. Normal inb'd 55g.
Normal ,utb'd 45 Normal outb'd 25

Up 30 Up 55
*Dn 50 " Dn 45
for'd 75 For'd
aft 50 Aff, 50

* These directions all In plane tangent to shell

Shock displacement Gages

01 - Photo 315. Aft fireroom, compartment B-2-1. Directed to port
on starboard frame 93, 4 ft0 below main deck.

B. Record - Fig0 102 a - d
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.DD408 - WILSON

Shock Dlsplacemeni. Gages

02- Photo 303 and 316. Aft ffreroom, compartment B-2-1, Narnal
to starbaard frame 93, 1 ft. above lower grating.

B. Record not reproduced but is avalable.

03 - Photo 317. Aft flreroom, compartment B-2-1. Directed up am
frame 101 near keel.

B, Record - Fig° 103 a - c

04 - No photo. Forward engine room, compartment B-3-1. Directed

to port mounting pad of low pressure turbine founda.ici,

B. Gage motor failed to operate.

Velocity Meters.

V1 - Photo 313. Fig, 104 and same as 404 Test Able. Aft fireroom,
cczLpartment. B-2-1,, Normal to starboard shell frame 1,01, 281" below
upper grating level.

A. (3) Record not disttngushab].e.

B. Record no. djsq.ingu.shab>,'.
V'2 - Photo 31.7, Afy Tfreroomr coompa'r-tmeni,. B2-i.. Dre.ed up o

top of keel. al frame 10.1,

A. (3) Record noti dislinguishable.

B , Record not d•slinguishable,

V'3 - Photo 293. -Aft ftreroom. compartmenL B-2,-1. Normal.o saax-
board shell trarme 101, 5 ft, below main deck.

A. () Record nol distinguishable.

B, Recard nol distinguishable"
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DD408 - W.,LSON

Velocli Meters

V% - Photo 297. Forwazd eninde room, com.0artment B-3-1. DI'ected
up = moutn~g base of starbo&,d low pressxre turbine.

A. (3) Re=od not aiBtuinahahb

B. Recaxrl not distinguishable.

V'95 - Photo 314. F'orward engine room, compartment B-3-1. Directed
do.n on beam nidetr ztarioard end of main switchboard.

A. (3) Record not diLtnuishable.

B, Record not disktnguishable.

V'6 -Similar to photo 270° Supply Office. Directed to port on frame
61 f utarboard bulkhead 3 fIt above deck.

A. (1) Fig. 47. Channel 6.

B, Fi-o 104.P Channel 6.

V'7 - 5.milar to photLo 269° Suoply Offir'Fe .Dcd up on deck over

beam at frame 60. Aboui. one fool ftomrn. ir,.bord bulkhead.

A. (3) Re,',or nof d.isninguhabl.eo

B,, Ytg. 104, :7har.,di-n. 7.

V8 - Photo 300. Mai. Bat•.ery Dlre-o`. Direcied up on special. NRL
bracket.j

A. (2) Rlecord, not di.ttnguishable.

Bo Fig 1.04, Charnael 8.

COMMENT-S

Test Able Pange 4439 P.o Bearing 24

Putty gages G8. G99 G10, Gi5, and. GI6 were the only one to
show readings. They support very well. the pattern of putty gage
re .4dings oa the DD404, tblugh they we:re but 1./2 to 2/3 a.s large,
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DD4.08 - WILSON

CODIMFNTS

with the exception tha-t G I 'showed no readL-r.g Instead of the hi~ghert.

All indenter gage i'ead~ngs were 1eki than 110g. and are also
Walr' conststent with DD404 indenter gages.

Reed Gages p"'I, R"8, E..nd ?R 10 were the only reed gages to
register more- than a negligible shock and are. consisten'twith the
DD404 readings and the other gages of the DD408,

V'6 was on the Supply Office oulkhead and. was the only velocity
m~eter to give a signal discernable above the background. A steady
acceleration of about 35g. ave3rage for a duration of 10 milliseconds
ta~arting at .095 secarids is followed by a large translen[t vibration, )I

frequency 43.5 cps, This trarsieni has an amplitude of 2.15 f'ý,sec
which is equivalent t~o a J11 ltv, hes amplitude, Note that bottomIn~i I
the -meter occurred at the ,imp equal i o .03 sec.,, J116 see, , 172~,
.202 Sec~, nic,ý This meter was a~djacenT -o.R-"lQ and G10, RBýJ0 to-
ge-ther with G10 Indicates a peak acceleradoion of 1 50g, TPhpreed
gage .indicat~es a dis~uirbance hating a charact.'e:ris,;,! fre-qaancy 31
a~bout 40 cps,, ;hus agreeing v7ery 1k'&1 TxK1_h V`6 V" 8Q ~eD40
In a. simi~lar loc~a-don ind'.,a,-ed a '70 ,ps,, vrr> .,~ v~~a:naad. a
,10 millitoecan~d inlrial aw.~ r~ per'aoc

10ps. Baker Panjgf: 'S8Yi, Bar'ng'i 0

l.hst~u-mervLs were pl-.a. rd in. :pec-talor. ").t Jnr_!.-6en, (- o§ý Qie
pres~sxre wave on 'the -,a,:r bmard si-de ra'he-r ihan ,A po~r bow,

Pvi--y gage s G.Cx , 6:,' G1 2 G1,4 rid GiG1 0 showed -read ings
but all, o! ihese wý<re lpos Jian, I 00~g, Of(X s, the readings ci G121
.and. G14 apre in doub.b be, 2Li.sle 'hey all-',r.e we-ýre on a ba~sý whose
tempe'rareT was; abou", 2010', Such Lemperalu~res seem !o cause,
sbighU; awe ln o' 'B p-u)y and 1mia Wrefo~re!, small. lridenuaiions.

Reed gage R'1 al-n&- had a sizable reading which was due to
airb~a&s' on ihe bu~lhead :,o wluch j' was .9'.1ached, Roadings of the
-motol. zed. gages were adequa-e i ndi.icate a .eries of shocks prior
I0tol~e aliiblasi, -hp l~a~s onpe arrisiing ahou!. 1..2. :seconds after 1hp.
fIrs)-_ !ý"3 and', ,R'"7 had abou: equal deflece'-ions, of the 20 and 40 cycle

rees dr~ng a e1adhefreidated about equal shocks onthe
fireroom kelan~d !,- deck, of :hE7 S.upply Office,
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DD408 - WILSON

COMMENITS

Velociýy meter records V'6, Vý7, and V'8 were greater than
the -background, V'6 was on the same bulkhead as GIO (which read
90g) and R'10 which showed a disturbance of about 40 cps and a peak
acceleration of about 120g. The trarnsieni vibration on the V'6 recard
is abcut 38 cps and the initial acceleration is only 17g. V'7 and VJ8
are vertical in the superstrncture and indicate that the superstuctne
shocks in accord with V'7 and V'10 of the DD404. All four of these
veloelly meters indicate a period of .08 seconds between these Ahocka
particu-larly those in the region o10 to .80 seconds.

All indenter gages recorded less than 100g. except Q6 on the
port tarpedo directcr which read 110go, probably as a result of aix1--
blasL

As on the DD404, the shock recorded, was negligible. The
data seems valuable only in its relaton to the problem of shock
propagation hLrough a ship and the question as to the origin of the
many pulses of shock.

Ti

I
pJ
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VELOCITY CURVES OBTAINED FROM V' GAGCS
F M WIRE RECORDER

TEST: BAKER
ZERO TIME CHOSEN ARBITRARILY
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DD4iO - HGE

Pat.ig~ Gages

G1i Si~milar to ph&,o 26L. Af~. fireroom., compartmeniý B-2-1L Diiected
to port cin frame 97 staxboard 4 f L b~elow upper grating level.

A, ('3) leass than 50g. B0  --

G2 -Similar `,.o photo 262~. A-ft, fireroom, Coomtaxtmen1- B--1 Dbrec-ted
-up aon. top of keel at. frame .100.

A, (3) lesi ih-an 50g. B

IReed Gages

R' - Similar to photýo N6C Aft Li~reroom, compaxtmen;. , B 12-1,h~ttd
to port`, on traxne 93 starboard,`4.ft, below upper gratlxg level.

Graph 20 sps 4 0 c-p,,
up Dii Up .D i.

A. (3) Fig. '1.06 '06 .1n4. 7

B,~ Noi re-o,%,ered.,

1R'2 Slmilar io pho-Ko 262 .~ 7i Pi. ~ .. 1F

up or.. frame 1,00 aboix 10- po.-' !) 4 v'>

A. 13; Deadirtgsz all zerý.-

B. Noi :re-: overed.

C"OMMENT'S

esAbbe Range 30,84 .f,.. Beafi~ng 1.920

All gages s.howed. v7p:ry s15gh& shor-ksilnce 'hey wAere al] belirw
1tlie, water line-, and h,::' ship was qscrn~ ':ie exp.poin

Test Baker Raage .1900 f,, Beaxing 9:10

These gages were ncvi .rfcove~red due ." fl~ording, ThIs was uLn-
f~r4-ujja.e er.e We.F siiip was, p~rope~rly orien".ed arid zsu.s-?!Jn~r high shook
damage while.:eevut is enough hull damageý io flocW -lovily
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DD419 - WAINW.RIGHTI

Putly Gages

G1 - Similar -to photo 261., Aft. fir~eroom, compartmenkt B~-2-1. Athwarlt-
ships on starboard. frame 101, 4 ft., below upper grating level.. Directed
.to port

A.. (3) less than. 20g.. B.. Less than 20g,

G2 - Siznilar to photo 262.. Aft fireroom, compartmeilt B- 2-1. VerýUcal
on top of keel at frame 101., D~Irected up.0

A.. (3) less than 20g., B. Less than 20g..

G3 - Photo 318.. C.,I..C. Vertical on deck at, frame 56, 23" ir.nboaxd from
starboaxd bulkhead., Dire-eted. up,.

A.. (2) 40g.. B.. Less than 20g.

G4 -Photo 318. C.I.C., .Athwaribships on. deck. at -fraia 156,) 4" iný )?-.rd
from siaxboard bulkhead.. Dixected "t. porr{,

.A. (2) 40g. B., 1c'ss than 21g.

Reed. Gages

Wl' - Similar to pho-,-o 260,. Aft fireroo-rn., n .p~ ~Bi-. ti~-
ships on siarboard frame. 97. 4 fi, hheloý ,xt I~i~?i i Thetd
-to port.

C: ra p.b h~ 4 o;

A. (3? Readirigs all. z~ero,,

B, Fig., ý1G8 .,(1.5

.'2-Similax io photo 262, Mt~ fireproomrn, nornpa.rtm~e.RL' B-2- 1._Vr~a

on, top of keel 24"' Torward of frane, .10)1. Di retked up.

C0M~I ~B. Mu'Uia.Je-d, Readings probably )ll zelro,

Tesi. Able. Range 6477 fi, Bearing 342.'

40g, was reCorded by theiý 1-No upersi-ru~c'tre pu.'i.y gagcS while

all Lhe gages belowv the -wa:,e-.r~jrt :regJ,.i..ered..no shock.
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I
COMM2ENTS ON DESPrOYLERS

ABLE

The DD404 was subjected to 12 psi alrblast pressure as compar-
ed Lo fhe 21 psi wihich sank the D3)367, It seems reasonable to assume
that lb to 17 psi is the maximum at which the shock measurements
would be of inieresi As a first approximad.on to the shork on a de-
stroyer ai a range corresponding to, say 16 psi, the DD404 readings
should be multiplied by a fac'or of about 1.3. This is of course the
pressure ratio buý ii seems 'o be fairly well substantiated by ihe range
vs. reading plots, figures 171 and 1.72 and the assump'jon 'ha' '%he peak
acceleration is proportional !o !he peak pressure,

BAKER

All destroyers instrumented were turned approximately 9q..* to
starboard of the pla,.iied headings. This resulted in exposure of The
port bow rather than ihe starboard side in the ,ases of the DDýs if 2
403. 404. 406. 408, and 419. The records were' far smnll..r Tiron. ]di-
cated by the :few ships of other 'ypes which wer- onriri :d :,s ela_,ne'.
and ihey do no,' yjel.d a clear p:1<'ur• of h'- c,-ang- I. hno1 as i Js ero-
pagated through the ship,

Comparison of *he g:gge read.Jn;s .r ' -< , i aInd.,
quiik r.onsisien'ly •ha:. supersru. d- ;,-..-.. , slightly
grea.ter shorck ihan :he hull. in mh- -Iv . :" '-h] \igs
were on the keel and I fee blow :h-,& va a , rb. rd fraame
member. P seems eer'rn howkver.. ,imn b- - , r''- iC ',d

forward must have .re-eived f:tr g.realh-r aho.x• r, 'h hul a' a rrnme
100. This is suppored by he ", - re..ercp- a , .... ,'
ence 5. Hull plating no:rrnal !h hr d.'r.or, o u ''o, ," a shock.
front is subjec.ed Jo a greae.r impulse from the stioh.k W'1a' 'han
pla'ing inclined .o ihe direc ion of propaga:iroR, Pla!Jng on th. "shj.eldedQ
starboard side is affected only by the diffrac-ed waVc- Also, the wave
which -reached the keel a- frame 1.00 trav(-2.ed al.most pza r)11].1 .o ,,hc
keel.. F muss. have been diminished-Jr;. do~ing so by ihe yielding of '-he
hull plates in cifashion similar 0o the surface cutoff which o-cars ai. a.n
aa'r-wai.er boundary, These effe-s were :horoughly demr..o.st.ra!,ed by
the British ies,.s of ffhi d.eslroy.owr H.M. aS, -a rO, re n .rn
are believed -.o be the properI expianalon of Q data,

h p ... ..

T'he veloci-y rne'ers and mooorized reed. gages yield data as '..o
the time of a:r rival of ihe many shocks.
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SS]84 - SKIPJACK

Pl ny Gages

Gi - Photo 319, Forward torpedo room. A hwartships, on port frame 27.
12" above deck., Dire,"ed 'o starboard,

A. (3) less than 50g. B.

Reed Gages

1'1 - Photo 320. Forward torpedo room. Fore and aft^ on po!. frame 26.
12" above deck.

Graph 20 cps 40 -ps
Up, Dn. Up. Dnm

A,(3) Readin.gs all zero,
B. Sunk

C OMMENTS

.Able Rin ne 3612 f.1 RE Parin.g 21•2
The gages did not re,-,ord a.ry sho:k,,

Bakl:r Rarigc 2,25h fý., B-> r rýg 2220
thi suz.;bmarine w s ,Iub -.rn -d f>r . . ,-
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1
SS196 - SEA RAVEN

Putiy Gages

G! - Pholo 321. Af'sr !orpedo room. A.hwartshilps ý_a web of vertical
slarboard sdffener on af[ side of bulkhead 164,. 5' above deck. DJreCt-
ed to port,

A, (3) less than 50 go Bo 200g,

Reed Oages

1R'1 - Photo 32.1, Af morpedo room, Athwartships on web of vertical
starboard stiffener on aft side of bulkhead 164, aboui 5 ft. above deck.
Directed -o port.

Graph 20 cps 40 ops
Up. Dn% Up. Dn.

A, (3) Readings all zero,
B, Fig. Illl •06 .05 X06 "065

CCMMENTS

Able Range 5568 nar.g ]264
The gages did noi reco~rd any shr)o"

Baker Range 4350 f'' B3>,,rijn.g 1400

The submar•ne was m, m.r'g- .k.. .v p.h, A Levi
•m;nor Pvi.deres of sho',, a irc repor'ed hy DSM.. ITh. g-:jla, 1 J,,ns
pzrobably re orded thE: r i a rr- , h-. m . s U-hc e - .," 1F, ....
calions on rlie hull o haull nuLAea-., T'h- r--, gD r Id'-aes
a c.:riJJa] frequ~en-v of aboui 2•0f 0 "Z
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SS203 - TUNA

Putty Gages

GI - Photo 322. AfR torpedo room. Athwartships on starboard frame
112 36"' above deck Direc.ed. to port.

A. (3) less Lhan 50g. B. Not installed.

G2 - Photo 323. 1 orward torpedo room, Athwartships on port frame

32, 3" above deck, Directed 'to starboard-

A. Not installed. Bo 250g.

Reed Gages

.P I - Similar to photo ,.47a Af, torpedo room.. -iAl.hartships on sla:r.
board frame 113, 4 8 " above deck, Direct'. to port.,

Graph 20 .,pgs 40 clps.
Up. DE1 Up0  in..

.A, (8) Readings all zero.
B. No!. insqalled,

RP2 - Photo 324. Forward. torpedo rooniO Ahm,"-.ifi 'Js on. per: J½rarmq
27, 24" above deck, Di.reced Wo si.a:rboa; r.-,

Graph 20 5-o, 4C ,
Up. Dn, Uoo Dn.,

A. Not. ins~a]]ed.
B0  Fig. 13.o0,S) .,5 ol7 ,';6

C OMMENTS

Able .Range b790 f.. Bc-'a.r.ing 470
The gages did noý reo:ord anyv shock.

Baker Range 552,5 Ti.. Beari•.g 34.10
The submarine was submerged Lo 80 fio keel dephh., A few

minor eviden, .es of sbhock are reported by DSM L The gages. proba-
bly recorded the maximum shock in ihe vessel due Lo týheir loca.mion.
The reed gage indicaies a cr.tica] frequency at: 21.0 cps and. possibly
another a,. 600 cps,
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S.39905 SKATE

Putty Gages

GI- Photo 325, Forward torpedo room. Athwartsqhips on port. fram~e 3.1,)
6" above. de(.-k, Dir-clted to starboard.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. more than 2500g,

Reed. Gages

R - Similar to Photo 347a, Forward t'orpedo room, A`thwa~r~shios~ on
port frame 30, 24"' above d~eck. Directed to starboard.

Graph 20 cps9 40 --ps
Up. Dn. Up. Dn.

A., Fig. 115 JO0 .25 .06 .1.0
B. Fig. 11.6 .07 .06 .085 .075

COMME NTS

Able Ra.4ge 1,449 ft. Bearing 2 110
DSM reports a few evidences of shock inciudIn~g q6 broken ligh!

bu~lbs in ihe after t-orpedo room and disltor'Led tar~pec&- -u~ radles, TI,gages were not well placed for record-Ing the mcLx`,xuw shock since-_ they
were slightly below the. waterline atf hp. por' bo\?v,. --Th&ý r l.ýd gage rec-ord
ind~icates a peak rresponse aT. S50 cps.

Baker Range .18 75b f. Bt w~ring 3 25b
The submarine was on Lhe- sur~fa.:ei for thLijs DSMV :re-poar:s

shock damage Lo bat Keries, ha~rd.-.ru~bbe-r bairicry '7e~n.zJii-.J~on duiv I:.s, "heP
master gyro. andi auxiliary gyro -ompass. The shock darnag- wý.as con-
fined to thlese few items, The gages rec-orded the- maximum shockT\ inL.
the submarine because of their poski ion on chre hull a,. a point. c-oses.,t
the bomb. 'They show far heavier sho.-!.- Lhan aniy other NFL gages be-
cause the other gages at t-his range or closer were, shiel.&,d. While
the peak accelerati-on was over 1500g. the time 'lurat:ion was ve~ry shorc,
The reed gage indicates a duration of less than half'a. millisecond.
'This short1- duration, also indi.-ated, by the small size of al~l the putty
gage ind~entLation-s, in additLion t.o the rel4~1vely shoc-.k pI coof constI.ruction
of a submarine9, apparently account's for the small shock damage.
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SS308 'kPAGON

P~uty Gage-s

G I - Photo 326, Forwaxrd ,,orped~o room. Athwar-Lshi~ps oni port farame 29,.
232' above deck Ou.flange of shell stiffener. Directed lo starboard..

A. (3) '2(Th g, B..-

G2 -Phoito 327, Upper poyrt control cýubicle brace, ai approximate cranie
100..5. 'Ver-dea1, In. maneuveri~rig room, Dire-Led. down,

A. (2) less ~Iiia 5,0g. B,

G3 - Photo 327,. Upper port. forward brace of cornýol cubic-le. Ajpproxi-
mate frame 100,5. A Lhwartships, Maneu~vering room. Directed to star-~
board,

A. (2) 100g, B.

G4 - Photo 9328, Main generator number 4. Vertical on flange of In-'
board. aft. brace of gen~eraý.r foundabi~on, Approx~ima.IeC fxam., 98. AfLý
engine room, ID.r'e `led up,

.. (3,' less lhanrt20g. B"

G5 -Photo 328. Nurnbe-r 4. main g~~a'r i~m~~son. web of
inboard aftI bra~ c ot gpr.!era.-or If oundIC-50ri, IJ(IAro_). rr~m frat-ir 98.. Ai
engine- room. D~j:reA*t 0' ,-,,a:rboa~rd,

A (31' I'-ss -than 20g, F

GG6 Phwoo 32.q. Ku;I'-rol ,r,-oom, \TerOi:-.al on. ui-b of he-avy ver-.L~al
siifjferii~ng be-am. o-n a~r sie 'I, bulkhe-ýýad 4 7-11/3. 1, b frz Iom d,,,I, Bea ni
1z ju~si -o s`2arboarl of laddei.. D~re-',d down,

.A. '13) less rh'an 50g, B. -

GZ7,.- Photc. 330- "o~r room.. Athwariships oTI web of verdi ?aI s~bfU-~
eru'ng be~arn or. af' -3de of bulkhead 47-1/3, 5 f I. from deck, Beam i
jus`.- flor-A, of ia~ddýýr, DI~ce o atarboard..

A.. (3) 40g- B. -
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SS308 - APAGON

Putly GagE •.•

G8 - Photo 331, Conaing !ower,, Forward and aft on pad eye on upper
part shell at approximate frame 52P 6 fR above deck. Directed foarward.

A. (3) less than 50g, B&

G9 - Conning tower, Vertical on pad eye on upper port shell at approxi-
mawe frame 52.

A. Not insalled. B. ---

GI - Photo 332. AP. torpedo room0 Vertical on deck ovqr beam at irame
119., 0" ,rom starboard .frame of shell. Directed up.

A, (3) less than 5Cg. B. ---

G1l - Photc ,k333, Mf torpedo room. Athwartships on porL fraNie !1.7,
2Q. aoove ae,.k, Direoted to starboard.

A (3' less .han 50g, Bo---

G12 - PRo') 3%4, Forward t.orpedo room.. VerU.cal on. inboard sound
g-u' ora ,-' F'ram- "4 l. 18" abnve deck, 3(" port. of Center liae of
shdp D;re :-o uz.

A "' "g. B...-

G13,- Phc. o, , fW.ziý- sho k rnourej Laontrol zUbib-l. Ver.ical on
beam a uppr~ )r '., ubti(e a' approximate frame 103, insl

orate iI ubi I- Urr' ,iCi clown,

A- :3" 90 g. B.

Reed Gages

R•1 - Ph,5eo 36, Forward 1orpedo room, Afhwartships on shell por'
.trame 30, 24" aboýe de-rk, Directed to starboard0

Graph 0ps 40 ops
Up. Dnm Up. Dn.

A. (3) Readings all zero.
B. Not r •'",overedo
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SS308 - APAGON

COMMENTS

Able Range 3093 ft° Bearing 201

The gage readings are approximately what should be expected
at this range, However, the pattern of the readings is not consistent
with what one might predict. In particular G1 was apparently well
shielded but gave the highest reading, which, however, was not con-
firmed by the adjacent reed gage. G13 on the shock mounted con-
trol cubicle was not expected to show any shock,

Baker Range 2600 ft, Bearing 305 0

This submarine was submerged for this test.and was sunk.
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SS3035 - DEI~rUDA

Put'y Gages

Gi - Photo 336. Forward torpedo room. Athwartships on port frame 31.,
32"' above deck, Dirercted to starboard..

A. (3) less thani 50g, B. less than 50g.

G2 - Photo 337. Control cubicle. Vertical on aft port top brace of con-
trol cubicle, Approximate frame 104,. Directed down.

A. (2) less thaxi 50g, B, 100g.

G3 - Photo 337. Control cubicle. Athwartshlps on aft port top suppcart
of control cubicle at approximate frame 104. Directed -o starboard.

A, (2) less than 50g. B. 150g.

G4 - Photo 338. Aft engine room. VWrtca& on inboard side of Nunmber 3

main genera Lor base at approximate frame 97. Directed up.

A. (3) les -than 20g. B. 80g.

G5 - Photo 339. Aft engine room. Athwartships on inboard afi corner
of No. 4 main genexa.tor base. Approximate frame 97.5. Directed to
starboard.

A. (3) less than 20g. B. 80g.

G6 - Photo 340. Control room, Vertical on web of verUcal stiffening
beam of bulkhead 47.5. Second beam inboard from port shell. Direct-
ed down.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. 40g.

G7 - Photo ,40. Control room. Athwartships on web of vertical stiff-
en~ing beam of bulkhead 47.5, Second. beam inboard from port shell.
Directed to starboard,

A. (3) 125g. B. 110g.

G8 - Photo 341. Conning tower. Vertical on Sj radar-training hand
wheel bracket. Upper starboard shell of conning tower. About 4 ft
forward of aft bulkhead. Directed. down,

A. (2) less than 50g. B. 200g.
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=S35 - DENTUDA

Pi•ix Gages

G9 - Photo 341. Conning tower. Forward and aft on S6 radar-tralnlng
hand wheel bracket. Upper starboard shell of conning tower.

A. (3) less than 20g. B. 260g.

GIO - Photo 342. Aft torpedo room. Athwartrlips on starboard

frame 118, 6" above deck. Directed to port

A. (3) less than 50g. B. 250g.

Gl1 - Photo 343. Aft torpedo room. Vertical on deck at frame 119,
about 10" from star'board frame of shell. Directed up.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. less than 50g.

Gil - Photo 344. Forward torpedo room. Vertical on deck at frame

34. Directed up.

A. (3) less than 60g. B. 60g.

G13 - Photo 345. Inside shock mounted control cubicle. Vertical on
.mderaLde of beam at port top edge of cubicle. Approximate frame 102.

On first overhead beam port of port edge of cubicle. Two inches inside
'cuicle. Directed down.

A. (3) less than 20g, B. less than 20g.

Reed Gages

R"I - Si•ilar to photo 347a, After torpedo room. Athwartships on
starboard fra-me 118, 18" above deck. Directed to port.

A. (3) Readings all zero.
B. Not Installed.

R'2 - No photo. Forward torpedo room. Athwartshlps on port frame 30,

24'" above deck.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps
U Dn. Up. Dn.

A. Not Installed
B. Fig. 119 .125 .155 .10 .06
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COMMENTS

Able Range 5844 ft. Bearing 101

The only gage recording was G7. Because of its position aiid
the failure of the other gages to indicate any shock, the dependability of
this reading seems doubtful.

Baker Range 4525 ft. Bearing 310

This submarine was submerged to about 80 ft. keel depth. . ,M
report only the opening of a hull flapper valve as being probably due to
shock.

The highest putty gage readings are on gages on the hull frame.
These gage,- are G2, G3, G8, G9, and G10o G1 on the portslde hull was
shielded a-d showed no shock. G13 on the shock mounted control cubi-
cle did. not record a shock while other internal, positions indicated about
half the peak acceleration of the shell gages. The R'1 readings are too
small to indicate a critical frequency with any accuracy although a criti-=
cal L-eqi c-.^ o21) (.ps is possible. R'1 was adjacent. to GI and was
shielded from the direct shock.
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=58,1 - PARCH1E

Putty Gages

GI - Photo 346. Forward torpedo room,. Athwartships on port frame
90, 3 ft, above deck.. Dirccted to starboard.

A. (3) less than 50g. B. 200g.

Peed Gages

B'1 - Similar to Photo 347a. F~orward torpedo room. Athwartshi~ps
on port frame 28, 22 " above deck. Directed to starboo3rd.

C-raph 20 cps 40 c-ps
Up. Dnm Up. Dn.

A. (3) Readings all zero.
B, Fig, 121. 02 ~02 .04 .025

COMMENTS

Able Range Bearing 2701

The gages indicatect no shoc-k.

Baker Range 4850 fl. Dearing '21120

'This submarine was on ffie surface and re C ýjý7Pie no shock
damage, according 'to DSM, The peak accelerat.!Qn ind.kJa .ed by the
putty gage is 200g.. The reed gage. lqddcates a dwra Lion of accelera-
lion of less than a Ln~illisecond,. The-. duration apparen'lly was i~oo
short f or the putty gage to reco- rd the full peak aoc -eera zion.
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88386 PILOCTFTSH

Putly Gages

G1i- Photo 347. Forward. torpedo room. Athwartshlps o port frame
314 3" above deck, Directed. to starboard.

A. (3) less than 50g, B.

Reed Gages

q.*'l - Photo 347a. Forward, torpedo room. Athwartships on port frame
30, 24" above deck. Directed. to starboard.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps
Up. Dn. Up. Dn.

A. (3) Readings all zero,
BO Not recovered.

COMMENTS

Able Range 6582 ft. Bearing 76

The gages indicated no shock.

Baker Range 950 ft. Bearing 1,G

This submarine was submerged to a keel depth of about 56 ft.
and was sunk.
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CMMN"B ON SUBMARJNDW

Nhock wax Idicated only an the 305 and the W08. Them ýkwrftin do not show amy apparent-pa~ttern. The mi mik da• " '

of the88305 probably reflects the relatively sturdy coishmw o- f Rbs
mal•Inew.

The smvivjjg subxewrged submarlues M896 and •315 wee at
abmt 4400 fL range.' The =9196 reed gage showed a critical frqaeuy
fd a&bot 350 cps; the 83315 gage in not so definite but seems to iadicate
a frequency of about 210 cps The putty gages road 200 and leas ftha
5.0g, repectively. The S8035 reed gage and its adjacent putty gap wexe

tb weide away from the explosion. The highest.SOS5 putty gage reP-
ing Wva 250g. The other submerged submarine, the W203 at 5525 feit,
bad a 250g. putty gage reading and a reed gage critIcal frequenc of
210 cps. and possly another at 500cpso

The 88384 on the surface at 3850 ft. received about the same
peak acceleration as the submerged submarinei at the same range but
the i=ltical frequency was over 1000 cps. Thus it appears that the sUi
faced -ubmarlne experienced approximately the same peak pressure as
thooe submerged at the same range but the duration was muclh lass.

In the case where the acceleration Is of short duration it is pre-
erable- to plot velocity vs. fa rather than acceleration. The velocity

plotted is the instantaneous velocity change required to produce the
deflections measured and is .-alculated by the formula Y= X
-where V Is in feet per second and X is the reed, deflection in Inchez.
T7%h ha4 been done and the results plotte-d on figure 123 show that the
sho-k was not of the nature of a simple instantaneous velocity change.
The points plotted represent the '"downf" reed deflection which is the
direction first taken by these reeds as the hull is pushed in by the, pres-
sure wave.,

A plot of reed deflection vs. natural frequency is shown in Zgae
124, The. equivalent simple shock for the 88305 seems to be an Insanto-
aneously completed displacement of about .07 Inches; the S834 equiva.-
lent shock is an instantaneous displacement of .015 inches. Both of
these submarines were on the surface. The submerged subna.tnez do
not have quite as simple an equivalent shock since the amplitude faJ.Iz
with Increasing frequency though not fast enough for a sudden veloeity.
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cbazg shock. It skould be remembered that these equivalent shocks
axe umaply thcoe which will produce approm~mately the same reed de-
flections; they are not necesvarly tho same as the actaal shocks.
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APA64 BRACKEN

Paitty Gavem

G1 - 8mIlaz to Photo 354. Dry provlsions. Directed to starboard on
vertical stiffening frame •58 on port shell 56" below main deck.

A. (1) 70g. B. less than 50g.

G2 Similar'to Photo 353. Ammunition stowage. Directed to tatr-
bQal• on vertical stiffening frame 58, 45", below 2nd platform.

A. (4) less than 50g. B. less than 50g.

4 Photo 348. Aft machinery space. Directed up on part aide oe
aimZ motor foundation.

A. (3) less than 20g. B. less than 20g.

G8 - Photo 348. Aft machinery space. Directed to starboard on part
side of main motor foundatioa.

A. (3) less than 20g. B. less than 20g.

G7V Similar to Photo 356. Aft machinery space. Directed up on star-
boakd end of main switchboard foundation.

A. (3) less than 20g. B. less than 20g.

Velocity Meters

V'I- Photo 340. In forward hold on foundation of forward Bureau of
Ships turbo-generator.

A f3) Record not distinguishable. B. Fig. 126, Channel 1.

V'2 - Photo 349. In forward hold on foundation of forward Bureau of
Ships turbo-generator.

A. (3) Record not distinguishable. B. Record not d isbable.

V'3- Photo 350. In forward hold on foundation of BuShips switchboard.

A. (3) Record not distinguishable. B. Fig. 126, Channel 3.

V'4 - Photo 351. In forward hold on foundation of BuZhips switchboard.

A. (3) Record not distble. B. Fib. 126, Channel 4.
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A64 - BRACKEN

Velsaity Meters

V'5 - Photo 348. In aft engine room on foundation port main moto.
A.(3) Fecord not distinguishable. B. Record not disti•n.shable.

V'6 - Photo 348. In aft engine room on foundation of port main motor.
A.(3) Record not distinguishable. B. Record not distin•g•shable.

COMMENTS

Able Range 6480 ft. Bearing 1910

No velocity meter records were discernable above the "noise"
background. The only gage above the waterline, 01, reccrded '70g an
the port hull.

Baker Range 4475 ft. Bearing 1640

The gage locations were planned for direct exposure of the part
side to the pressure wave rather than the sta.Uoard side.

None of the putty gages recorded any shock. The velocity meters
V'1, V'3, and V'4 had very light shock Indications. The Taylor Model
Basin velocity meter records for ti ship are supplementaiey to these
and allow a reasonable study of the shock. On the ToM.B. recorda V6,
V8, VIO, and V1i alone show a sudden velocity change at the start of
the underwater shock. These were underwater h 11 or keel gages.
The port hull gages V5 and V7 do not show a sudden start which Indi-
cates that the port hull was shielded from the direct pressure wave.
The V6, V8, VI0, and VII records do not resemble a sin±1u instant-
aneous velocity change. The initial acceleration is followed (parti-
cularly In the V6: VI0 qand VIi records) within a few milliseconds by
a deceleration of the same order of magnitude whose effect is to stop
the motion after a short travel, This is similar to the equivalent
shocks for the submarine reed gage records. These records are al-
so characterized by high frequency vibrations which are not so notice-
able in the other records. It is not surprising that high natural fre-
quency modes are excited by the short duration, rapidly fluctuating
pressure. It is probably important to note the tendency for the sud-
den changes to be eliminated as the shock passes through the ship's
sirucLtre, At interior locations, the shock is characterized by lower
frequency vibrations and lower accelerations of longer duration.

The Taylor Model Basin,V6, V8, ViO, and Vii records illus-
irate the loss of pressure by a wave passing parallel to the keel
(noted in the destroyer data) since the APA64 keel was directed 16*
from the explosion. The initial changes in velocity reported by
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Taylor Model Basin are V6 - .80ft/sec., V8 - .48ft/sec., V10-1.75ft/pec.,
and V11 - .80 ft/sec. From, consderato of the location alone, the
theory reqtdres that V11 exceed Y8, and V1O exceed V8, which is the
case. Also the starboard hull gage VS reading should sand does exceed
the keel owe V8 reading which In torn exceeds the port hull gage read-
Int of . iwsec. While difterence In structure may well accomt for
the pattern of these readings, they at least do not rehue the theory omt-
lwle In the dlscusslna of the destroyer readings.

The Taylor Model Basin airblast records are also Interesting.
The loatWmas showing the greateht excttion are of rjurse those ex-
posed to the dlrect air pressure. The relative absence of high frequem-
cy cnmponents snd the similarity to the alrblast reco~rds of the DD404
and DD408 is. noteworthy.
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VELOCITY CURVES OBTAINED FROM V' GAGES
FM WIRE RECORDER
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APAG5 waICo OR

Q2 ~Phsti452, Dwr PMIvXs=X. DI~ectd to 4mbu~q ~m tsou~

"dwjial nt~bfer abutt 3 &t abot. dock "d W9* -bow yiak Ix~ do*bb

G2Photo 353, A~mmnitloa stowage. D~1eectW it~bm"%4 u pwt
*al framv 82" below second platwmu*.t bran* NO'

A,(S) leszn~O 2.m 50C.

03 Photo 354. Aft mah xar pace. Diz'.ted V 44 saI * =mew.

A (3) lows U=a 50C,. .~g

04 - Phfto 365. Aft ma&hiWr space. Directe tax fteai'd OuP
main motor fonatiou

A. (3) e so UihL50.,~ - L. SW

05 Aimilar to photo 84& -f machinery space. P~mdedt.4O Mpo~ ain
=Uch~board fomdattio. On I-beamn at nte~arb'd end at wItdbkQax1
at awftchb$red deek LmlI.

A.. (3) leas th= 29C. S* 250g.

06 Mmmilar to photo 348. Aft ia~diliery space. Dirsc~d uii c ~PWt,
side d1 main generatvr oImndation.

A. (3) less than Bog. B. .tEIA thMnBg
G7Photo 358. Aft mA~chinery space. Dfrocted to saad eWxmW,

vaeand tarbim on main, pnef'ator xdton
A. (3) leox * BOX. Bý. lemta~hA 6go

Velocity Metemms Fig. 128 and 129.

701 .ýPkotoss.5. lu&Aft e rooml Dhrnted to pvtont fwxdga4ft

A. (3) Reclord dlstimplaihable . Fig ia,Ckm 1
-~pQ354 U's eftimxe, rooi. ]Direted u~p oa 44-

A.(3), Recarid notditpihbe .Fg18,hae3$

V'S3 - am1s to lPhtOW 84 1A aft~ eUglne zoom. DIMOWt topot u~
f~ndalf-cm 01 pot man m~tWa.,

A. (3) Recrd WA A4t1dblbe. IL Fig, 128. a~
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APA6b BRMIBCOE:

V#Loe•1 ,Aetarw

y'4-*WwIm"a tephoto=8.8 In aft engiuo room. Directed vp ca wsb*'
tIfa o par main m~tw.

A. (S) Reecvd not dnhzable. 3L Pit. 128.- CbaMj 4w
1*5 - PWe 356. In•aft, o -ne room. Directed down of e 6 ,
bmnm auppmtttug Atmqboard a~d oi nuain. switciboard.

A. (3) Reeard rag dixt uihbe. B!. Fig. 12P., bAxW0. §

'V6 - No photo. In a•t eqgtne room. Direeted up = landatUi of
aEmi11aa7 gowator. .I

A. (.3) Reerd zwt distinguishable. 3L Fig. 129. CmhaW*e.8

Able :Rane 5136 ft. BearIn 1g

Al putty gage and relocity mieier s4ockx were be the mtizl
wM= Stingsu of these gages.

Bakr awg W72 ft. fte'iu 2#0

Thti is owe of the few ships which wake ite as plaznwd and
at-a hly close rAM It had a large =mber d gages so tha;t cazsl4
cmble data Is availableo.

C=nlder flrst the TMB port hall agas below the waterliue V8
and V12. The first pulse of each conslss of a high accelerationl- ,
lowed within one or twon mlllisecanz by a hi~h dec~eleration. The* inib

lal velocity chae d! VO Is 5 fVs' e'C. The V'6 recod, when ltMpt
i'ghly, shows a displacement under this pulse cl abouat.Z IncM&
The total displacemen.1 at the time of desteleration is about .45 lrheim
V:iidi rLules out the possibility that the meter bottrnm at thUL Ji4 e

eputty gage G2 was adjacent to V6 and indicated 700g. Akixt 20
MUeondi after the start of the fist piie, another posiUw ac-
oel•milon occurs. Mtce the displacement is apprmimatey .70 inc-
ea at this time and since V12 does not have sach a pulse, it xeemt1mythat 0" vas botoin of th gage. The xext lag -7elocI
rhang occurs at a displacement (magnet relative to pickup coti) ýf
abut 1,40 lnches. This is a dlstance od abt 2.1 ±ftbe from the "
pris large velocity cange and .shows both to be due to botton-
lngý The next ehan&e in apparntly a shock motion si7ce it OC6U•

TO ,RRI 76j•,,• '
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1.40 Inches from. the. last bottcxnlng. Thuis Whe only large velocity
changes due to the initial shock froni. seem to be the initial acceler'a-'
tion and deceleratimn. F~ollowing -these, thd velocity dianges from
0,5 fi/sec. to zero In am. inlerval of over 150 millisecorads. The first
tria~ngula~r pulse of -the V1.2 record has-aduration of 2 millisecondo
amd. a peak value of 10 ft/sec, The displacement caused by, tbi pulse-,
is therefore .12 Inch, A transient vibration at high frequency I*Umiw
this~ pulse. The. similarily of the V12 record and the start of the V8
record. with the V1O and V6 records on the APA64 shows reasonable
correlation.

TMB gages VS and. V14 were over the keel on the double bottom.
These have an initial velocity change of 1.5 ad. 3 fl/sec. respectively
'which occuis in a time of one millisecond or less. Unlike the port
hull gages, however, a large deceleration does not follow and the re-
suiting displacements axe. about, .80 to 1.0 Inches respectively. Up to
at least .20 second~s alter the first sharp change, the succeeding large
velocity changes are due to bottoming. Later shocks will be consider-
ed with the other records.

All NRL velocity meters were In -Vhe pIt engine room on ~
fondations of large pieces of equipment. T'S iWiicated very slight
athwaxrtships disturbance of 'the port main motor foundation; Vrii di.-
cated. 'adequate athwartships motion of main bxrbo-generator to caime
Ereveral baomorings of the gage bu-1 the excitation has low frequency
and low acceleration except at the start of the rez~ord. At the e-tart,
a high frequency excliation occurs resembling the pooi hull recordi.
'The ird:Ual velocity charge Is 1.1 fL/sec,. Of ihe vert~cal gages,
V'4 records a suciden intial velock~y change of 2.2 fl/sec. accom-
plished. l:in J.' r~terval of about 5 milliseconds,; on the auxiliar~y
turbo-g v:eratour; V'5 is-also similar in recording a 3 f~lsec. initial
ivelonity ;:hange at 2 fl/se-:ý. in an iat~erval. of 5 rnillisdconds; on the
auxiliary luxbo- generator. V5 -is also similar in recording a 3 fl/ses.
initial velocl ty ý.ýhange in an lanterx'al of about 8 milli~second~s on the
main swltrhboaxd found-a-Ulon.~ The ixend inicated is that -the, heavy
machiinery an~d 'Jv- interposiAion orf sirTucture between the hull and
the gage- locýaiion dec~reases the initial velocity change and incre~.ses
its duration.

TMB gages'V5, V'7, and. V.13 on the starboar~d hull and V4* oa
the port hull above ihke waberline have initial excitations of less than
I ik/sec.ý and. have. no simple chaxacteris tics. V3 and V9 were verti-
"Cal i.-. 'the super~struclure. and. their records strongly resemble the
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verUical keel gage records. V3 has an inal velocity hange 2 t/mc.
aoquhred in 8 mlllizecondr, V9 has an InItIal velocit•y clae of 6 Inec.
acqUfre-1 In 13 millisecands.

The velocity meters indicate several othe shocks besides the
Iritial shock and that due to airblaat The most obvious one occas about
.24 sewouds after the initial shock, though there are nmwy othe. An.
attempt to deduce the directIpn from which the shock dgme follows.
Two shocks are considered which start at approximately .21 and .24
seconds after the start of the first pulse. In the tabulation, the approad-
maU velocity change assoclatec with each meter location is given to..
getWer with the Inital velocity change.
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Mt!L ocation .21 Mee.. .200 tNNWb
&=ok Nho&k ~ i

Vertcal on de4 .of a~per 4.0 2.8 .
struc~ture forward.

V4 Horizonltal anx port hull 080.5 L~O
- forward above W.L.

75 Horizontal on starboard 0.7 1.0 1.0 ~
hull forward abo~ve W.L.

76 Hoxrizontal aaport hull 2.0 215 5.0
forward below W.L.

V7 Hwiontal mstarboard 2.0 4.0 1.'0
bull forward below W.L.

Y8 Vertical on keel forward 2.5 2.0 1.5

VDVertical on deck of super-' 7.0 4.0 6.0
Structure forward.

V12 HorIzontal on port hull 1.5 2.5 10.0
aft. below WI.L

V13 Horizontal of starboard 2.0 6.0 110.
hull aft, bel~ow W.L.

V14 Vertical onkeel aft 4C0 6.0 3.0

VPLJ Vertical on turbo-gen0  1.0 -1.022

V`4 Vertial on por'main motor 2.5 1,0 1.6,

V15 'Vertic3ai on main S'wItchboard. 2,0 1.5 - 3.0

vo-e Vertical on awdiltary gen. 1.0. 1.0 2.0

With the added fract.1-hat the above veloclty changes, at .21 and .2.4 see.
wexq; moreabriipt on the veria mneters than, on the hot-izontal, the
indication here is t.hat the. later shock waves camoe from below rath-
'or igxfrom the port Bide.

it seems posrible to dedu~ce the directi~on of i velocity from
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thebet, that b I*to ai the base of the meter is nom jbmt
that at Mhe top. VS on the port hull 'inicates that the ir st mo p*W I-
the sxbiowrd hvUl was in but after a flew millisecaggdg the xJ*wd

ad n contIm~ed 1-i. that direction. for several-kwz~red mdlfthiaecdx
(Capparently 6 Inhaes) at which time a strong plse ac*Ale •e
hll out again. V6 aWd V14 on the keel statecV up Ln co•timed to mom
up fm several hundred milliseconds. V3 and VO In the uuo-erftoet
were hung upside down. The fuxpersiructoure t.erefore moved up fm
sevevl milliseconds at the start, The NRL vertical velocity metem/show all tho location on equipment bases to have tmoved up WnUt y,

The Ialast records of the TUB veloc meters show
Svelocity changes on structures exposed to the air presom.
The tramient vibrations are of lower frequency and the veloci4 changes
a* more radual than those due to waterborne shock.

The putty gage 01 adjacent to V4 recorded 700g, whiak was
the second largest putty gage reading of the Baker test. It is noft
worthy that this was one of the few hull putty gages at a propi lotim
to rfeord peak huil acceleration. Accelerations on machinery foumda-
tins were higher tU=a usual, being 200-250g.

The DSM report terms the shock moderate. Many light bulbs
were broken. some machinery foundation bolts were stretched though
no machinery appeared to be Inoperable, the master gyro was iupewh
tive, and much loose gear and floor gratings were dfslJgedo Appaet-
ly this shock was in the vicinity of the lower limit of shoQ ýk which caumm
damage.

'i
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VELOCITY CURVES OBTAINED FROM V' GAGES
F M WIRE RECORDER

TEST, BAKER
ZFRO TYE CmOSEN ARBIlTRk.RLY
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APA87 - NIAGARA

Patty Gages

G1 - Sldlar to photo 352. Dry provisions. Directed to starboard on
port stiffener flange 56" below ma.n deck at frame 58.

A. Not, tnstalled. B. less than 50g.

G2 - Similar to photo 353. Ammunition stowage. Directed to starboard
on vertical stiffening frame 58, 45" below 2nd platform.

A. Not installed. B. less than 50g.

G3 - Similar to photo 348. Alt machinery space. Directed up on main
port motor foundation.

A. Not installed. B. less than 50g.

G4 - Similar to photo 348. Directed to starboard at same location as G3.
A. Not installed, B. 100g.

G5 - Similar to photo 356. Aft machinery space. Directed up on main
switchboard fomudation, On I-beam at starboard end. of switchboard at
switchboard deck level,A. Not. installed. B. less than 50g.

G6 - Photo 354 Aft machinery space. Directed. up cn port side of main
generator foundation,

A. Not installed.. B, less than 50g.

SG.7 - Similar to photo 355 Aft machinery space. Directed to starboard
between generator and. turbine on main generator foundation.

A. Not insialled, B& 300g.

COMMENTS

Baker Range 9375 ft. Bearing 2010

Due to the range of this ship, the location of G4 and G7, and
the small indentations in the putty, the valid~ity of these readings seems
questionable.
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BS , NE YC tK

P Gas

Gi a Photo 358. General mews scullery. Directed up on chaml bcradt
n r side of main deck at frame 98.

• A. (2) 30g. B. 50g•.

G2 - Photo 358. Directed to port on web of deck beam overhead In gea

eraJ. mezs scullery at frame 98.

A. (3) less than 20g. B. less than 20g.

G3 - Photo 359. Aft dynamo room, comrartzment C-24. Directed up on
deck of second platfarm just port of centr line at frame 82.

A. (3) less than 20g. B.

G4 - Photo 359. Aft dynamo room, compartment C-24. Directed to seax-
board on dynamo foundation near G3.

A.--- B-

G5 - Photo 360. Dynamo condenser room, compartm~.nA. A-22. Dixected.
to starboard on brace of aft bulkhead,

A. (3) less than 50go Bo less tihan 50g.

G6 - Photo 361. Forward, dynamo room, zompartrnent A-39. Directed
up on deck near port- generator on second platform at frame 42.

A. (3) 50g. Bo 50g.

G7 - Photo 362. Main radio sia• on, C.omparunent B-102. Directed. up
on third' deck on center line of ship a, frame 51-1/2 .

A. (3) less than 20g. B. 40z.

G8 Photo 362. Same as G7 except that it is directed to starboard.

A. (3) less than 20g. Bo 20g.

Putty Gages

G9 - Photo 362. MaLn radio station, compartment B-102. Directed for-
ward on deck.,

A. (3) 30g. B 30g.
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G10 No photo. ftrboaad engine room, comp.--tment C-1. DbdeFd
to siaboard an archway aboe decoed platfom 6 ft. starbe of ca-
tew,]ne at frame 104.

A. (3) less tan•20g. B. 30g.

G01 - No Photo. Directed up at same location as 010.

A. less than 60g. B. less than 60g.

G12 - Photo 363. :Radlo transmitter room, compartment C-10&. DIxecto.
ed up on thitrd deck near center line at frame 101.

A. (3) less than 20g. B. less than 20g.

013 - Photo 363. Directed to stax board at same location as 012,

A. (3) less than 20g. B. Less than 20g.

014 '?hoto 363. Directed farward at same location as G12.

A. (3) less than 20g. B. less than 20g.

GiS.- Photo 364. Marine stores, compartment D-1). Directed up
in hold on archway at center line of ship at frame 120.

A. (3) less than 20g. B. not recovered°

Gi' - Ph.,(o 365. GSK maInissue room, comparnn n.- D-17-P.
Directpd to starboard on vertical stiffener of port bulkhead above
second Dlatform at frame 105.

I ,j) less than 20g. B. '90g.

G17 - Photo 366, 5"' shell and handling room, compartment B-19-MP.
Directed up on archway above second platform at frame 77-1/2.

A. (3) less than 20g. B. 90g. "

G19 - Photo 367. Chart hoaueo Directed up on deck near radar
aarmored tube at' navigation bridge level at frame 51.

A. (2) less than 20g. B. 20g.
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20 PAo 367. Dfrected to port at same locacaa an G19.

A. (2) 70g. B. 30g.

G4.- Photo 388. Mas battery cota. DIrectW up ca deek at eatM
MW an frame 51-1/2.

A. (2) lam than2ft. B. less than 20g.

G22 Photo 369. Directed to starboard at same locattm as CT21.

A. (2) less•t•an 20g. B. less U= 21.

G23 - Directed forward at same locatinm as 021.

A. (2) less than 20g. B. Less than 20g.
G24 - Photo 370. Radar platform. D#ected -tarboard ca web of

beam i-nder platform above main battery conthl at frame 54.

A. (1) 100g. B. 90G.

G25 - Photo 371. Radar platform. Directed up on deck of platform on
top of centerline I beam support of platform just aft of radar anterum
base atframe 54,

A. (1) 100g. B.

G26 - Photo 372. Surface lookout. Direci-d up on, upper side of flazge
of overhead 18• brace between center post and iorward-starboaxd mem-
ber of tripod at. frame 101.

A. (2) 60g. B. 60g.

G27 - Photo 372° Surface lookout. DIreeted to starboard on bulkhead
s•iffener 6 ft. above deck just inside door at frame 1.00.

A. (2) 60g, B. 30g.

G28 -Photo 373. Afft radar platform. Directed up on deck at frame 97.

Ao (1) less than 20g. B. less than 20g.

G29 - Photo 373. Directed to starboard at same lccation as G28.

A. (1) less than 20g. B. less thaa 20g.
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BB34 - NEW YQRK -

Reed Gages

1V1 - Photo O. Dynamo coadeuer room,. A-22. Divected Is, 1. t:-Ast.ft-. bracket to port of centerinUe above hol•d -t bum 47.

Graph 20 cpn 4c CPO
Up. DL up. n.

A. (3) Reawizng all zero.
B. Fig. 134. .145 .085 .085 .095

R"2 - Photo 360. Diretd up at same location as R'1.

GrapL 20 cps 40 cpa
up. Du. Up. Dn.

A. (3) Readiugs all zero.
B. Fig. 135. .12 .10 .025 ,045

R*3 -No Photo. Starbcxd ergiue room, C-I. Directed to satumad
ardway above, secMred platform at frame 104, 6 ft. atarboard of ceTmter-
iune.

rraph 20 cps 40 cps
Up. DiL Up. Dn.

A. (3) Readings all zero.
E. Fig. 136. .03 .025 .04 .05

R"4 - No photo. Directed up at same locz1.1roi as R'3.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps
Up. Dii Up. Dn.

A. (3) Readings all zero.
B. Fig. 137. .155 .145 .02 .06

R'5 - Photo 363. Rad~to transmitter room, C-103. Directed up on
deck near -,'enterLlne at frame 101.third deck.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps
Up. Dn. Up. Dn.

A. (3) Readiugs all zero.
B. Fig. 138 .125 .11 .03 .025
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-- RS -;Photo 363. Directed to P•arboard at same location'as s 5.

Graph, 20 cps 40 cps
Up. Dn. Up. Dn.

A. (3) Readings all zeru.
B, F~g. 139 .02 .025 .0e1 C

Rp7 - Photo 363. Diesed abo ae same location as Ra5.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps
Up. Dn. Up. Dn.

A. (3) ig.s2 .0 .045 0 0
B. Fig. 140 .105 .065 .01 .05

R'18 - Photo 384. Maral i stores. On archway In hold at centerldab of
skop and frame 120. Direcred up.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps
Up. Da. Up. Dn.

A. (3) Readings all zero.
B. Not rec10ered,.

R'9 - Photo 365. GSK main Issue D-17-P. Directed Jo staDboard, un
pw bulkhead stifener above second platform of frame 105.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps
Up. Dn. Up. Dn.

A. (3) Readings all zero.
B& Fig. 141. .05 .06 .03 .055

R"10 - Ph&,) 374, GSK main s ores,• compartment: D-17-8. Directed
to port on starboard bulkhead. s~ilfener above second platform at frame

Graph 20 Cps 40) cps
Up, Dn. 'Up. D.Dr

A. (3) Readi8gs all zero.
B. Fig. 142. .05 °07 .045 .045

R"l1 - Photo 366. 5"' magazine, compartment B-19-1MP. Directed up
on top of arýýway above second platform "at .frame 77-1/2.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps
Up. Dn. Up o Dn.

A. (3) Read.Jngs all zero.
B. Fig. :143. A11 .10 .01 .03
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Y'12 - Not Installed.

R'13 - Photo 368. Main battery control room. Directed up ou deck at
cexterLile of ship at frame 51- 1/2.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps
Up. Dn.. Up. Dn.

A. (2) Fig. 133 .025 .92 .01 .02
Be Fig. 144 ,205 .145 .045 .0",

R'14 Photo 369. Directed to port at same location as R'13.

Graph 20 cps 40 cpsUp. Dn. Up. Dn.

A. (2) Readings all zero. U

B. Records lost.

R'ib - Photo 368. Directed forward at same location as R'13.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps
Up. Dn. Up. Dn.

A. (2) .01 .0 0 0
B. Fig, 145 .04 .06 .01.5 .02

CON2AMENTS

Able •ange 5187 ft.. Bearing 590

With the exception of G6 ard G9. the putty gages which had
readings were above. the waterline In reasonably exposed sLructures.
Of the puify gages above the waterline, G20 alone was directed to
port; all others were so direcied that Ihe components of acceleration
away from the burs' were nol measured. Therefore, fhe readings
are too low to be represen!ative of the maximum shock a0 "-'
tiams on tkis ship.

The only re'.d gages in the superstructure were R'113. R'14,
anci Ri15. Of these, R"13 and R'15 gave very slight readings. R'7 had
sllgh't readings hn the al' radio room.

Baker Range 2725 f:"-. BearJ.Dg 183

Due to the orientation of this ship, it is to be expected that
the gage readings were lower than they would have )been had the ship
been broadside to the burst, D.S.M. reports abundant evidence of
"ehock parJ.cularly aft of the boiler rooms, that Is, aft of the G17,R'11
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locatio. Several hull seams openred In the vicinity of G15 and R'8,
flooding the compartment in which they were located.

All the putty gage readings were under 100g which may seem

surprising in view of the shock damage. However, the only putty gage
not on the shell of a ship to give a reading over 100g. was the vertical
putty gage Li the DD402 bperstricture. Since the New York putly
gages can be regarded as 'Interior" gages, their readings are not
unusual. The existence of higher accelerations in the towers than
occurred at the base of the towers seems to indicate appreciable air
blast This indication is supported by the reed gage records.

The reed gage records do not indicate any marked predomi-
nant 1ýrequencies. Most records are of such low amplitude that the
probable error Is adequatte to a c-ct'Toajp-Akp-eta.TbIkes.
20 cycle reed deflectiao was .155 inches and the largest 40 cycle reed
deflection was .095 inches. Thaso are deflections which would be
caused by Instantaneous velocity changes of 2.3 and 2.9 ft./sec. re-
spectively, so in terms of velocity change the shock is considered.
to be fairly low. It is suggested thaL more damage occurred than
would have occurred in a more modern ship which would in part
account for the apparent, discrepancy between gage readings and
damage reported.
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BB36 - NEVADA

Putty Gages

G3 - Photo 375, Compartmeni, A-539-E. Directed up on stiffener on
starboard bulkhead at frame 58, 3' above 2nd. platform.

A. (3) Less than 20g. B. 90g.

G4 - Photo 375. Same as 03 except directed to port 4' above 2nd plat-
form.

A. (3) Less than 20g. B. 90g.

G5 - Photo 376., Compartment A-539-E. Directed to port on vertical
stiffener on frame 60 (after bhd. of compartment), 22' above second
platform. Second stiffener starboard of port bulkhead of compartmnen

A. (3) Less than 20g, B. 50g.

G6 - Photo 376. Directed up 34" above 2nd platform, oiherwise, same
as G5,

A. (3) Less than 20g. B. 50g.

G7 - Photo 377, Compa~r-;mfr... A-539-Eo Dixr&ýc-ed up on port bulkhead
stiffener a' frame 59, 4' above se.:ond plafforrn.

A. (3) Less Uhan 20g. B. 40g.

G8 Photo 37'7. Dr;",ed -'Yarboard 5" above 2nd plaicoim, Ouherwise,
same a.s G7.

AO,( Lesa than. 20g. B. 20g.

G9 - Phoio 378. Comparnmeniý. A-543-E. Directed to port on stiffener
on afisr bulkhead of !,,ompartmen't (frame 60), 2' starboard of ship, 6'
above see, ond pla Thrm,,

A. (3) Less fhan 20g. B. 2og.

GIO- Pholto 378, .Dtre..-ýd u.p 7V above 2nd. platform. O0herwise., same
as G9.

A. (3) Less ½an 20go B. 20g.
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3B36 - NEVADA

Putty Gages 4
Gil . Photo 379. Compartment A-327-C. Directed up oa stifieene oC aft
oulkhead (approx. frame b5 1/2) at centerline of ship 10" above 3rd deck.

A., (3) 60g. B. Less than 20g.

_J

G12 , Photo J79° Directed to port 18" -above 3rd deck. Otherwise, Same

k. (3) Less than 20g. B, Less than 20g.

"G1.3 -Photo 380. 5" batter.- director. Directed to port on starboard
aide 14" above d. ;k on transverse centerl"ie about frame 61..

A. (1). -90g. B. 40g.

G14 - Photo 380. Directed up 20"' above deck. Otherwise, same as G13.

A. (1) 200g. B. Less than 20g,.

GI5 - Photo 381. Main battery F, C., compartmrnen.t A-0601-. Directled
up on starboard Ftiffener, 5' forward. of aft bulkhead, 4' above deck.

A. (1) Less than 20g. B.

G16 Photo 381. Dire Aed to port 5' above deck. Oiherwise same
as GO150

A. (1) 40g& B, 30g.

G17 - Photo 382. Compartmenn..A-0114-L (mid ships). Directed to pVirt
on starooard. bulkhead stiffener at, frame 62, 9' starboard of centerl.ine
of r"Sip and 3' aboVe deck.

A. (3) Les- bian 20g& B, Less than 20go

G.18 - Photo 382. Dire_.(•ed up 4' above deck. Otherwmse, same as G17.

A. (3) Less Uian 20g, B, 20g&
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COMMENT S

Abie ]Range 2376 ft. Bearing 192

Putty gages GIl, G13, G14, and G16 alone had readings. The
Gil reading is either spurious or not representative of its type of loca-
tion. G13, G14, and G16 were on exposed superstz-ctuere bulkhead's.
Q 1 within the massive #2 14" gune turret gives much higher readings
for no apparent reason. Damage due to blast pressure was fairly se-
vere and some shock damage was reported by DSM.

Baker Range 3100 ft. Bearing 900

The bearing of the explosion from this ship was as planned.
DSM reports a fairly large amount of shock including many loosened
foundation bolts, floor plates and loose gear dislodged, dislodging of
finder relays in the au~omatic telephone switchboard, excessive spill-
Ing of the gyro-compass mercury, broken pipe hanrgars, and shearing
of tne hold-down clip bolts of turret No.' 2.

Putty gages G3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, and 18 were directed up,
G4, 5, 9, 12, 13, 16 and 17 were directed to port, and G8 was directed
to starboard. The readings illustrate very well the decrease in peak
acceleration with distance from the starboard shell. The G13 and G16
readings are probably due to airblast; the Gi8 reading may be dueto
either air or water pressure.

The Indenter gage Q 1 in the No. 2 turret starboard side bad
mbxirrum reading of 90g.
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P4

BB 38 PENNSYLVANIA

Indenter Gages

Q1 - Photo 384. Top of aft Mark 34 director. Directed up on armor
plate top below antenna at approx. centerline of director.

A B
Up 150g. Not installed.
Dn 25

0 85
900 55

.1800 65

2700 90

G2 - Photo 385. Starboard aft 59"/38 gun turret. Mount 7. Directed up
on deck over light deck beam.

A B
Up 70g. Up 245##
Dn 30 Dn 185
200 65 00 310
100 140 900 515
200° 20 1800 150
2906 35 2700 445

Q,3 - Photo 386. Directed up on top of starboard Mark 37 director
near base of antenna foundation.

A B
Up 60g Up 30g.
Dn 25 Dn -
15O 45 700 30

1050 4b 1600 15
1950 70 2500 25
2850 50 3400 25

Q4 PhoLo 387. Inside starboard Mark 37 director. Directed up on
top of beam between control officer's seats.

A B
Up 35g. Up 30g.
Dn 25 Dn 25
800 70 0° 30

1700 45 900 302600 - 1800 -

3500 45 2700 25
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Q S -Photo 388. Space A-704. Main deck, directsd down on frm me 82
overhead Y-beam, 15' Winoard of starboard side.

A B
Not installed. Up 25g

Dn 4b
00 20

.900 25
180 -

2700 20

Q6 - Photo 339. Compartment C-1301-MS. Directed down on, overhead
I-beam, frame 83, 3rd deck in ammunrtion passageway.

A B
Not installed. Up 25g.

Dn 45
00 20

90° 5

21700 20

COMMENTS

Able Range 5229 ft. Bearing 2080

Indenter gages Q1. and Q2 had one reading apiece which were

due to shock and they are apparenEy free from rattling.

Baker Range 3550 ft. Bearing 1321

All gages except Q2 have very low readings. Q2 apparenatly
rattled under a fairly strong shock.
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CA4 - PENSACOLA

Putty Gages

GI - Photo 390. Main radio room. Directed up on deck 42" iz(bord of
s'taboard outboard bulkhead at frame 45.

A. (2) Less-than 20g. B.

G2 - Photo 391. Main radio room. Directed to port on vertical stiffen-
er on starboard bulkhead 39" above deck. Frame 44.

A. (1) Less than 20g. B. 40g.

G3 - Photo 395. Gyro-compass room, compartment A-422-E. Directed
up on vertical stiffener on starboard bulkhead, 4'6" above deck at frame
43.5.'

A. (3) TLess than 20g. B. 40g.

G4. Gyro-compass room, compartment A-422-E. Directed to port on
vertical stiffener on starboard bulkhead, 5'6" above deck at frame 43.5.

A. (3) Less than 20g. B. 45g.

GS. Main battery fire control room, compartment A-0601c. Directed up
an vertical stiffener on starboard bulkhead 18" above deck, 40" forwaxd
af frame 47.

A. (1) 80g. B. 3Og.

G6. MaIn battery !f.re control room, compartment A-0601C. Directed to
pat on vertical stiffener on starbonird bulkhead 30" above deck.

A. (1) 100g. B. 45g.

G7. Forward fire room, compartment B-i. Directed up on bracket on
starboard inner bottom, 4' above lower grating level at frame 50.

A. (3) 50g. B. 2 50g.

G8. Forward fire room, compartment B-I. Directed up on bracket onstarboard inner bottom, 4' above lower grating level at frame 50.

A. (3) Less than 50g. B. 200g.
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Gg9 Forward fire room, compartment B-1. Athwartships on top Qf Jxso
aft of frame 48.

A. (3) Less than 50g, B. 75g.

G10. Same as G9 except directed up.

A. (3) Less than 50g. B. not recovered.

Reed Gages.

R'I. Forward fiLre room, compartment B-i. Directed. up on bracket
on starboard inner bottom 4' above lower grating level at frame 49.

Graph 20 cps. 40 cps
Up Dn Up Dn

A.(3) Readings all zero.
B. Fig. 14,8- .88 .79 .34 .31

R'2. Forward fire roorm, compartrne-%k B-I. Directed to port on bracket
oa staxboard inner bottom 4' above loiear grating level at frame 49.

Graph 20 cps. 40 cps
Up Dn Up Dn

A. (3) Readings all zero.
B. Fig. 149.

R'3. Forward fire room, compartment B-I. Directed up on top flange
of keel saddle on centerilne of keeL aft of frame 48.

A. Not recovered.

R'4. Forward fire room, compartment B-1. Athwartships of top flange
of keel saddle on centerline of keel aft of frame 48.

A. Not recovered.
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IF
Indenter Gages 'I
Q1 - Photo 396. Forward 8" turret. Vertical on top of 12" beam unde
starboard shell tray.

A B
lp 270g. Up 380g.
Dn 160 Dn 260
700 395 600 845.

1600 130 1500 706
2500 380 2400 770
3400 485 3300 705

Q2 - Photo 396. Forward 8" turret. Athwart~hips on starboard side of
stairboard tray.

A B
Up 325g. Not installed
Dn 320

00 50
90@ 145

1800 80
2700 145

Q3 - Photo 397. Mark 63 director foundation. On starboard horizontal
support 6'8" above deck. Deck above well deck port side aft.

A B
IV'. 00 elev. 00 430g. brg. 620 elev. 12 275g.

"900 " 25 260 " 900 650' 150
"900 -650 115 " 1220 " 220 815

" 1800 " 00 405 " 208 " -120 330
" 2700 -250 170 " 270 " -650 225
" "270w 2' 650 110 " 302 " -220 875

Q4- - Photo 398. Mark 33 director aft. On forward vertical stiffener
at foundatlon column 1'11" above deck.

A B
Up 55g. 'Up 230g.
Dn 80 Dn 260

0 70 00 155
900 - 900 350

1800 75 1800 160
2.740 110 2700 860
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Q5. Starboard Mark 51 director. On deck of search light platUram
over Intersection of I-beams.

A B
Up 225g. Up 210g.
Dn 50 Dn 180
800 110 800 125

170* 90 1500 156
2Q0" 100 2400 125
3500 55 3300 -

Q6 - Photo 399. Aft mark 33 director. Inside starboard door an for-
ward cross brace about 30" above deck of director.

A B
Up 55g. Up 60g.
Dn 50 Dn 45
700 55 200 -

1600 40 1100 -
2500 50 2000 40
3400 50 290 -

W1 - Photo 400. Compartment A-203-1L. On deck just outside bar-
bette wall of #1 turret at frame 21.

A B
Not installed. Up 260g.

Dn 190
600 150

1500 260
2400 90
3300 445 (

COMMENTS

Able 1e 2694 ft. Bearing 1720

The gages below the waterline had not shock indications.
G5 and G6 recorded 80g. up and 100g. to port on k starboard bulk-
head of the main battery fire control tower. It is surprising that GI
did not record a shock on the starboard bulkhead of the rom.

The indenter gage readings are difficult to understand. Both,
Ql and Q2 Inside the forward 8" gun turret had high readings. The
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readinp s the two pge are not at all consistent with me anothO 1
Indicatixg the direction cdf maxaum shock thoug both are of iM mme
apprximnate magnihtde. It Is not clear why thWs turret should have
such hih readings. Q3, Q4 and Q6 were located externally m cadi-
nauce equipment pedestals. The 405g. and 430g. readings of QO were
in opposite directions mi apparently due to rattling of the weight. It
seems reasonable to assign a value to these locations of 100 and 250g.
In contrast with the readings Inside the forward 8' turret, the readin
inside the aft mark 33 dfector turret was not c-'er 55g.

Baker Range 2200 ft. Bearing 3570

The instrumentation was planned for exposure of the star-
board side to the pressure wave rather than bow-on exposure. Due
to the close range of this ship, there was tremendous shock damage,
as reported by Do).M.

Putty gage accelerations In the superstructure and in the
gyro compass room were about 50g. D.S.M. reported the gyro-com-
pass springs to be broken. G7 and G8 were on the inner hull plating
and reco)ded 250 and 200g. respectively. D.S.M. reported extensive
shock damage in the boiler rooms and machinery spaces at locations
comparable to these latter two gage locations. G9, athwartships on
the keel saddle read 75g. which Is to be expected since the major
shock component must have been vertical at that location.

The two reed gage records recovered were R'1 vertical
and R'2 directed to port at locations comparable to G 7 and G8. Since
these gages are of particular interest, the deflections of the reeds
and:the equivalent velocity changes are tabulated below.

DEFT ,EQTION-INC-ES VELOCITY CHANGE-:T./SEC.
fcps ViR2 ' 2

Up Dn Up Dn Up Dn -Up Dr.
20 .88 .79 .34 .36 9.2 8.3 3.6 3.8
40 .34 .31 .15 .20 7.1 6.5 3.1 4.2
100 .145 .12 .13 .16 7.6 6.3 6.8 8.4
210 ;08 .08 .04 .05 8.8 8.8 4.4 5.5
345 .025 .025 .05 .055 4.5 4.5 9.0 9.9
430 .03 .03 .065 .07 6.8 6.8 14.7 15.8
570 .03 .04 .045. .05 9.0 11.9 13.4 14.9
920 .03 .03 .01 .015 14.4 14.4 4.8 7.2
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The R'1 and P'2 frequency response curvea are tot similar
In shape, though one would expect then to be since presumably the
gages were subjected to components of the same shock motiona 3'1
Indicates exciting frequencies of 200 cps. and over 1000 cps., R'2 In.,
dicates exciting frequencies of 100-200 cps. and 800 cps. The oly
simple explanation requires that the point of attachment of P'1 be
st~ffr than that of P'2 but this Is not completely satisfctory.

The acceleratioha of Q(1 are very high but seem to be due to
rattling. D.S.M. reports that the tnrret in which this gage was located
lLfd from Its training race by breaking the larret hold-down clips
and landed heavily on the race. Therefore these readings are due to
special sectary shock conditions. Q3 had high readings also ap-
parently due to rattling; Q•4 read 860g. acceleration to port and 350g.
to staeboard onthe base of the mark 33 director aft. Q6 inside this
director read only 60g. The reading of Q5 is lower thaW those of Q3
and Q4 and support-the writer's belief that the Q3 and Q4 reacings
are not representative of this type of location. Q? does not seem to
have unreasonable readings but the Impact of the No. 1 turret on Its
race could have caused the readings.
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Ptil4 GapesCA 3& KLT LAECITY

aft af faue 41, under navigation bridge deck, about 18" # starboardof centerline.

A. (1) 130g. B. 40g.

G2 - Photo 403. F.C. Station. Directed up on port bulkhead 42" above
deck and 24" aft of transverse centerline of fire control (mali. gun
director).

A. (1) NG B. Less than 20g.

G3 - Photo 404. F.C. Station. Directed to starboard on port bulkhead
12" forward of transverse centerllne tLf fir control station (main gun
director), 60" above deck.

A. (1) ING B. 46g.

G4 - Photo 406. In pilot house of conning tower. On port bulkhead24" farward of after bulkhead of pilot house (frame 4), 4 ft. above
emergency platform. Directed to starboard.

A. (1) 250g. B. Less than 20g.

G5 - Photo 407. Main radio room. Directed to starboard on vertical
stiffener at frame 45, 5 ft. above platform. Stiffener is on port bulk-
head.

K-(1) 70g. B. Less than 20g.

G6 - Photo 407. Main radio room. Directed up on vertical stiffenr
on port bulkhead at frame 45, 4 ft. above pl~.tfomrn.

A. (2) 50g. B. Less than 20g.

G7 - Photo 408. Gyro-compass room, compartment A-422-E. Dirict
ed to starboard on flange of stiffener on part bulkhead at frame,44,
5 ft. above deck.

A. (3) 70g. B. Less than-20g.
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G8 -Photo 407. Gyro-compass room, comipartmenet A-4922bEs fec
ed up flnge of stiffmeron port bulkhead at framxe44, 4fL abaft
deck.

A. (3) Len than 20g. B. Lew than201g.

09-No photo. Compartment B-1. Directed up an top 13ange df kzeil
saddi,1e just above I-.beam en centerline of ship aft Qf frame 486

A. (3) Less tha 50g. B. 75g.

$10 - No photo. Directed to staxrboard at same location as G9.

A. (3) Lews than 50g. B. Less than 50g.

Gil - Photo 409. Forward f~reroom, compar'tment B-1. Directed up
on bracket- on port inner bottom at frame 50, 5 ft. above lower gra$>'
Ing level.

A. (3) Less than 50g. B. Leas than 50g.

G12 - Photo 409. Forward fireroom, co~mpartmnent B-1. Directed to
stexboard on bracket on port inner bottom at frame 50, 5 ft. above
lower grating level.

A. ý13) Leas than 50g. B. Less than 50g.

Reed Giages'

R'*1. Compartment B-.Directed up on top flange of keel saddle
just abovre I-beam at ce iterline of- ship and aft of frame 48.

Graph 2O.cps 40 cps
Up Dai Up Dn

A. (3) Readings all zero.
B. Fig. 153. .305 .245 .055 .-065

R'92. Direct to starboard at same location as R'.1.

Graph 20 cps 40 cps-
Up Dn Up Dn

A. (3) Fig. 151. .005 .015 0 0
B. -Fig. 15.4 .165 .09 .13 A.1
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., .I...�'S.u�rwurd !.pro? c.A.lmut Boil D.recti d toe W l .a-.
bngtan in*r oa fs 50. OK l SW %Mid at & M*W

$boo lower P9t14 157*

L0) Flg.152 MO .004 AM0
B P Fig 1 5 5 

.#0If. 0 5

R'*4. Ycrwaxt flreroom6 compsxtmnet Ei. DIirectu1 up a s bra~
in port Inner bottom at frame 51, akhout 5 f.above lower p'tifl

Graph 20 cps ~ p
up Dx up frt91-

A, (2) Readiqa all zero.
B. FIg..158 .08 .10 .02 .035

Jndemier Gages

0,1. No. 1,8 'twret Drfrted uponmf oteand aftcb~anwzlunerpart
shell tray.

A B
up 125g. UP 190g.
Da) so. Diu 19 . .1 :

200 75 10 170. .1
110'N 75 o, 985.

'200' s0 1800 150 .

2 90' 715 2700 955
.I>1"turet. .C port shell tray about 30" above dek ,'.

sbtbazmd side of shell tray. Dlreiate to starboaxd..

00 elev. -100 265g. brg. 0 elev. 45- 3909.
0'p"r80# 240 " 0 306 a(5 S

"" 9 " 310 "* 0225
160, 10 240 a18OW"ro. ,

,(•B. ig.100 240 4r10 212.• 5 .

U180 " 800 4 " 180 ."

270. . 0 310" 270 0 0
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~. Y~ward l drectt (Mft 33S).- Nornml to flng cp tad; m~
aft rib of cylindrical support Bae,

_9 -ev. 66 30 b,7. elev. 19 W
" 66 - 280 470 " 886 " 8 0

" 1850 " 200 100 " 13o " 20' 3b6
" 18 " -560 110 " 2180 " -19g 280

" 2 -:- -' ,28 690 " 2688 " 620 15b
"s3i5 R.-20* 45 " 315* " -20 60

Q4. MaJn Battery director (Mark 33). Inside starboard door rf di*
rectd on athwarbthipz beam approximately 30" above deck of dF-
recUr. Beam is aboixt 18", aft of forward bulkhead. Directed up.

A B
Up 80g. Up 120g.
Dn 120 Dn 56

00 210 450 130
90g 90', 1350 166

1800 80 2250 116
2700 190 3150 210

0Q5. Starboard Mark 51, 40 mm gun director. Directed to port
beam under director 4 f. above deck. .

~g. 00 elev. 450 310g. "g 0 elev. 45' 110g.
o P 450 340 0" 45' 115

" 90" " 00 540 " 90 " 0" 66
" 1800 45* - 180 " 450 140

".S0" " -450 290 I" 1 $0 " -45' 100
"270 " 01 520 " 270 " 0 115

COMMENTS

Able- Range 3054 ft. Bearing 228'

"G2 and G3 read very high but this was due to the inpact ca
bulwark as shown in photo 406 so the readins are not repart. GI
rep.i 130 egJand was on the underside of the navigation bridge deck
vblch was exposed to the extermal pressure. G4 read 250g. on
rarhex light bulkhead 4nd read 70g. The G7 reading of 70g. to star-
board in ,the gyro-compaso room deep inuide the ship Is surprisig.
though DSM reports that mercury.spilled from the gyro-compazs
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81nm the occurrence of a 70g. acceleratlon tkrwohwt the ship at J
=ttcis so remote from the pressure should mean cmsideraxbe hW&
damWe, It Is suggested that this shock was real and due to the pe
i the footng of the fa'*rd leg of the tripod mast.

Other gages below the waterline had zero readings except the 20
cp. reedis 2ad R'3 e the fireroom were slightly distued.

The Q1 and Q02 readings Inside the No. I turret illustrate the
Vwde variations of readings obtained at locations only a few feet apavt
QV and. Q4 show higher readings o the exposed base of the mark 8$ d±*
recto• thaU were fumnd inaIde., thte iirector. ThIs agrees with te !A24
readimns on a mark 33 director. Most of the Indenter gages have equal
readJng In opposite directions which is presumable due to rattling (d

r the Internal weight so the readings are not very reliable.

Baker, Bae 35501ft Bearing 1320

The Instrumentat•on onthis ship was planned for portside ex-
ppsure to the pressure wave rather than starboard. DSv reports
moderate shock effects in that floor plates were generally displaced,
the trebines were shifted, some valve stffing glands leaked, and nome
"electronic equipment and the forwvard AA directors were damaged,

The putty gages G1 and G3 were presumably affected by air
blast siuce the only other putty gage affected -was G9 vertical on
the keel saddle which read 75g. The failure of Gil and G12 to give
readings Illustrates the shielding of the port hull piathng .f0m a pres-
sure wave coming from the starboard side.

The reed gage records also illustrate this shielding. The oR'3
and R'4 records on the port inner Shell have small deflecticons. R'I
vertical on the keel saddle has a frequency response, curve which
has the appearance of the curve which would result from a strong VI7,
bratioia at about 920 cps. The equivalent shock for the reeds of fre-
quencies below 300 cps. is on the order of 3 ft/sec0 impulsive ve-
locity change, :R'2 directed to starboard, on the keel saddle had pre-
dominant frequencies at 100 and 600 cps.

The indenter gage readings are presumably due to alrblaAL
(; and QW Inside the No. 1 turret are not in good agreement. Q4
does not show low readings Inside the mark 33 director in comnpari-
son with QP on the director support. Q5 has moderate readings.
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CCOMMWTS ON CAPIAL BEM

ANS

P•racUCtlY ia pgmx - traw shock w o aG or zmr balb•
arz ~ decks ezpomd dfetm1y to the preare, Rteadiagw up to 2W&g

L pattr~ e wen dbItO at thea loctJOW, Mm rudlnt foma
ich Is quite cmsistent with thoe from othr Wxpes of Ships

Baker

The c~ital ships instrumented were as a group closer to Um ez-
pJIM thUa the other rpne. Extensive shock daMage was reprtd by
DiS hthomht Us my be partialV due to the age of the sips. The NW
YMRK and the PENSACOLA were sterm-on and bow-on to the exp1cpim

( r etvely. The ream of shock damage on the NEW YORK in the VI.
cintMY df the atern suggests a dimunitlon of the pressure as the wave
Prcpenaaed almg the keel. This effect was mated in the destroyer drA.
The NEVADA was broadside to the explosion and showed the decrease
of peak acceleration with distnce from the hull.

1P

AI
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Pw conp rim witk the Ak~k dafta frAm the target "4 lps v31
t,j *ead gpp., std putty gag data kuwe begn obtaizd vsoft ft baft

blOW.0P tkt awil Plat of a san~dard H. L. Wk Mwlhhe at tM* Nvara
Resear I AboratWy. Tlwm test wmr Padati 311 pI toth -

ftdatt Made bt Jblq =d 3ýa. 1947, to thes r~achhzOB. TWO Ppg ts"&_
tIna were and: o"e was at the canter of th -JA viat wkoem eqspznt
In =101U~ placed fw testv the other was at the adge cf the 4A pla~to ome
the mipperting chammel mdembers smd thersefore vws not cwhibczed by the
flhbI1Ity df the. 17V' thick 4A plate. The data Is presented in fth
1o]ko~w1~ figureq:

e VOL. Metbe Reed NVOL. Meter ft"dP~b

all Fg. 157 -Fig 158
1' 1g 157 Yig.159 Fi~g.189 Ffg 158 .Fig.184 Fig.170
2' Fig 160 Fin.169 - 1'l.166 FVIO17Q
S' Fig. 157. Fig.161 Fig.169 Fig 158 F'lg.186 F1#.170
4# Fig.162 Flg.169 - FIg.1e7 Fig,,170
5- U~. 157 F18.163 FIS.169 F, 158 Fg.168 FIM-170

The velocity meters were used without )Internal spAlMgsaud the Initial
poaltiou of the wagnet was about 1/8 Inch from the upper stop.
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A, I=*~ =mber of gagew Wa to be made in a relatively zh~t, tb =
Ohwa V litl0 o~portmiff fiv thora~ih eviavutlol of exist*u pgWar~~

ml '"apmLt of new 1tpez. In seveaIl reapect the, 1nstrunufetR used
*we Iabt wholly saatzai&tory. The Nollwiog brief critic tam Id the
ppss sw2ule what was learned thzrough experience in their z* aw
'00be int.rwe oni of thbtr records. Detailed disusions of gage the~y
and accuracy wert given lia Bictio31 m.

The reliability of putly gages isa farly g*W~ In that the readivp
were uzmialy comnaltexit with wne another, but a reading not appaet~( omufttent with Omothers od n~ot be assumied to be correct nor etWA
It be wholly disregarded. Due to the difficulty of predicting the pro-
-*e peak accelerations and the necessity for limiting, the number cd.
Anzdard gageranes used, the gagesawere capable of recordIng munch
bIxijer acceleraticos than. was neceassary In most locations. Thi-i =~4~
the' accuracy of def]~itia of acceleration undes'ixably poor,, partiou-
larlyIn the rawge 0 lo 1 00g.

rThe putty gage records peak acceleration of a shock motkti
~ravided the duration of that acceleration exceeds about one mflii-
seecad. From the practical standpoint of equipment design the
tendency of the gage to read too low for short duration ace-leratiwx
is not serious since few equipments are sensitive to the value of an
atcceleration when its durtation is short. Howevexr, this error of the
putty gae may, be the reason for the poor correlation of many reed
gage, records with adjacent putty gages.

The putty Mae reading alone is not ani adequate measure df
shock since It does not Indicate Important characteristics su~ch as
dura~tion af the acceleration, transient vibration frequ~enciea, etc.
13Y suipplementing ~ite readings with other gage readings and certain-
assumiptions, the putty gage readings yield some approxkiate designi
x~iterla. For example, the long duration of the pressu~re wave In
'Test Able suggests the aseuamption that Initial accelerations will -be
as long as the natural frequencies of the ship p structuxre will per~-
mit. The periods of the Initial acceleration, shown by the few reed
gage and velocity meter records obtai1ned, were on the order ol 5 to
2.5 milliseconds.'This means that the putty gage readings will not.
be too low and that the readings apply within the limits of thueir pro-
bable accuracy to the design of small equipments having natural
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fr~u.cJ~zof vibration over 40 or 200 cycles per Becor44 4 ~1111
cithe 10Mat0w.

'The indenter gage Is subject to the seriona criticlrnz thiat vJ

vibratory nature. The readings are therefore useful onl~y in. showin
-that the, actual acceleration was same value smaller than, the reading,

tains elements having varicmua discrete natural frequencies. It demano-

strates how much eatcdsoinanelement of an equipment must be

how much steady acccleration. the equipment element should be able to
withstand as a function of Its naftral frequency. Thus the -reed gage
yields fundamentaldaaatotecp--t-fasokmin oroae
damag~e In eqimnThis damage is defined however as a permanent.
get in ductile materials or fracture of ductile materials, opening of re-
lays, stipping offriction bonds, and other non-linear or inelastic ele-~
mernts may or may not be treated from reed gage data, depending upczi
the individual cs.Reed gage data does not apply to the design of e
-quipment so large that Installation of the equipment would change the
shock motion at the point of installation.

A A plto ndgage response can. be used to estimate the nature
of the shock motion, or at least .to name a simple shock motion which.
Would prdc h aeresponse pattern and therefore be likely ýto
ca-uge the same damage. This in equivalent simple shock"" is some- (
times more easily dealt with than the original complex shock, The
worst feature of the reed gage is. the inaccuracy of measurement of
the high-frequency reed deflections,

The velocity meter recordo all ý4gnificant aspects of a shock
motion. Analysis of the record yields data on acceleration anmd its dura~-
tion, displacement, frequencies of vibration present, and the effect 1)f
-the shock upon elements of awV natural fLrequency. The l.atter Is more!A
easily obtained directly from the reed gage. The permanent velocity
meter record permits construction of shock machine for reproduction
of the motion.

Velocity meters of course Involve a great deal more apparabiz
than. the Purely mechanical gages. T he meter couild be. Improved by
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pw'vi~~ ap=Ite rneass d iuent.tl* a~ the record Vw V
whkO .e aspt botptuam H d-bottomii1g nstap ase the mnl tI
a eter SO tod be spfter, Any de"sm Ja *a tbe O

w~Sg~t~wmld lrap~ve U&ts tiItv and 11~ ia VW -

A shock displactemet gape ba the dInse t that IA 0,00,
ald/aor difftrentiaid its record is h ecessaiyo Itstna4g, ,,..
Jar to dte irtoeic bomb tests, lay in its not ueno' phwtqpvhe w s

1*G~ falna electrLiaJ. signals which might be altered b~y iom~sa~ti or
slibc.. aacil precam r wa were apparent nda noakcessady and the, loet
c meiter is to be prefenred,

Deto the fact that no oe iype of lstrment, recordsa War~-
mmtion of Interest and educe some checking of one iJ15tmmUent by &v#y
er is desirable, use ol clustera of Instrum~ents was the moat s&7UW~'
mry. A velocity' meter, a reed gage and a tpeak-readlng accelerometer
are th~e recomnmended components of such a cluster.
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THXr AKJ'

The air, mawn WRm d Teat Able wee of wq trt dXMaiLM.
0 tVery voW peak psom cowpsaa to the VGduWa pagWW

*KUU fom uadmratt aoploaums. The pres=e.wu waspat fpr
41ga h 'lmttm, m, ly. c members which had a ig. rato of
*rpid arm to mass bel's accelerated. The asctaPreamm axti
Wp &a, aft Is a ftU f the ftreetfield premsu , t ate a timp,.
vidaM d t'w presaur ware, the moatic of the &uzacev, UP LsX'ag"
*t Or' pmjgije n e bsmdedtjh of the xurfacea'ad atch cmmapw
o4.etz as ebieldi~za r lma due to other portmi o the sip.
cbh hxcturx are not within the scope of thi repart btt are ueeawy

eISMARs of a detailed study of the shock produced. Mace suach a derhU-
ed AWsty lo zrequires -wweg of the maaaes and satieUs af the

b, cture 9Ivolved, oly a qualitative exam ltima of the data kas bow
atbotpd. gome -1 tattve apprximat•ls are given.

It is necessary to dit betweentwo types of shock caxs
by the pressure wave. These types are commonly called '"direct blast
shock"=-nd "Indirect blast shock". Direct blast shock occurs in mere-
bers directly loaded by the pressure wave. Indirect blast shock ouca
in members not directly loaded by the pressure wave. Equipment su5i-b
jected to indirect blast shock is affected by the motfm of Its fouda loni.
The equipment foundation has, however, been directly excited by the
blast In Its damage reports, DBM terrTs the indirect blast shock siM-
ply "'shock" and direct blast shock damage was called "blast damage?'.
(nly indirect blast shock is comnldered In this rep cot since the Lnstrum-
entaticr- was planned for measurement of motion characteristics at po-
tential eqrlpment locatians not directly affected by the alr blast.

A useful pIctere of the variation of Indirect blast shock intensity
with location In a ship can be obtained by considering the effect of mid-'
den4j applying a. conztama pressure to an external deck or bulkhead of
a hip. At" t Instant of application of the pressure, the only force act-
Ing on the surface platng Is the pressure. • An acceleration value. fora
theflating could be computed from the pressure and the mass per unit
area of the plating. As the platng starts to move Inward, I transmits
1part of the pressure loading to memtfrs to which it •s attached. Them
moMbers are added to the mass beinu accelerated and the acceLeratlo
of the plating and these members is less than the initial acceleratton'
the plating. As the effect of the pressure progresses into a ship, more
and more mass Is being accelerated by the external pressure. The peak
acceleration of a particular location is a function of how much mass
had to be set Into motion to start acceleration of that location. It is real-
Ized that this is an oversimplified picture of a very complex pheno M
and no claim Is made for its technical accuracy. It is simply a workizg
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hypotieuna which was found to agree with the data to a useblde of
am",. IzdIt 6l8sthock could be described as having "low pe.
tmadl'm since it was umually negligabie beyond a iew fle* from extzaal

Locations on a ship cau;be classified in accordance with the rela-
ve Intensity of shock to be expected from the airblast of Test Able.

This has been done for the gage locatioms listed In Section IV. A mu-
ber (1), (2), or (3) immediately following the "A" in the data for a gage
Indlcates in which of the following classas the guge location is cmsider-
ed to be. The numbers were estimated from consideration of the gage
location and the bearing of the explosion, not from the gage reading.

Clas& (1). Moderate to seveieshock - stitfened diaphragms not carrying
heavy masses. This class includes the average superstructure bulkhead
or deck which is directly acted upon by lhe pressure. The area. exposed

SIs large and the restrainIng force of th e surroLnding structure is negli-
gible for the first few milliseconds. Equipment mounted on such a sur-
face or its stiffening ribs will receive mo Ierate to severe shock. Ex-
amples of such locations at which gages were placed are: hulls of de-
stroyers r APA's above the wateritne; external bulkheads of destroy-
er suppy office in the superstructure; overhead in a cruiser pilot
house; bulkhead of 5" battery directory and of main battery fire con-
trol station on capital ships; etc.

Class (2). Moderate shock-locations adjacent to the above decks or
bulkheads not requiring acceleration of large mass -c .et i-hese loca-
tions into moton. Examples of such locaiia ons ,h,•re gages were placed
are: nn - . ir ý mechanism case of a mark 33 gun 'Jrecl(or ; most
internaL locawons in the superslruz.ture of. a destroyer such as the deck
of the C°IoC. room; within the fire control tower of a capital ship; etc.

Class (3). Ligh negligible shock - any location not. directly acted
upon by the prE .are wave and which has fairly heavy structure or
masses between it and exterior surfaces. Examples of such locations
ar'e: within the hull of a ship more than a few feet from exposed sur-
faces; near the main deck at the centerlir;e of a destroyer superstruct-
ure; within a capital ship superstructure on the order of, say, 10 feet
from external surfaces; etc.

A plo4. of putty gage readings versus range is shown in fig.
171, Gage readings from class (1) locations are represented by circled
dots; class (2) Ic'cations, by horizoutal bars through dots;, and class (3)
locations, by dots alone. A short arrow down from a point indicates that
no reading we s obtained on the gage and the point is placed at the mini -
mum settnz, 'he gage. The dotted curve "A" is copied from a peak
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pre vs. distance curve given in the "'Coorinatrr•'s Pepwron Ax/
Blast and Water Shock in Tests Able and Baker." The pressure aW*
Is not givem Curve "B" cannecta points obtained from athwartWilm
gage n deck brackets near the extermar bulkheads of destroyer C.LC.
rooms. Curve "C" comnecta pcinta obtained from gapsge the external
bulkheads of the supply offica.s of the DD404 and DD408. No other set
o locations were deemed adequately similar to warrant ccnnecting their
points except the DD404 and DD408 gages an the hull frames 5 feet be-
low the main deck. The DD404 reading of 450g. at this location Is not
In good agreement with that on the DD408 of less than 50g. ncr doelt it
agree with the adjacent reed gugeo It should thereforo be disregarded.

Curve 171A shows only the points from class (1) putty gage loca-
tions. A curve "D" has been added such that the data points are all
cotained under curve 'D". Thus the equation expressing D In units
of gravity, namely L) - • where d is range in feet,
represents a maximum acceleration that may reasonably be expected (
at class (1) locations. This is an entirely empirical result and applied
approximately to ranges from 2500 to 7000 feet and all types of ships
with the probable exception, of submarines. The accelerations indicated
by the gages extend. to frequency components somewhat greater thai.
.1000 cps. It is to be noted that the pressure wave "A" Is not great1ly
dissimilar to "D". The maximum acceleration indicated may therefore
be said to be proportional to the maximum air blast pressure for the
range considered

Similarly, the plot of igure, 171B shows cU-y Lhe points for
class (2) locations and indicais tha' a-,ecratio. in units of gravityýý7x /` I-

no greater than -r- may rlzrmally oe expec~ed. Again It is
noted that the maxi-mum accelerations are approximately. proportion-
al to the peak pressure of the b]ast wave. .

For Aass (3) locations, the shocks were usually so small that
accelerations were brackeLed principally between zero and the lowest
gage setting of 20 or 50g. An upper limit 2f acceleration ia units of
gravity may be expected. to be below '7X6/°." . Generally
-the value.s will be very much lower than the figures calculated.

LittUe 7!an be done to summarize and generalize the data pre-
sent•ed by the reed gage over that previously presented for the indivi-
dual ships in Sectlon IV. The effectz of resoanance of reeds with tran-
sient vibrations of supporting structures tend to make for little con-
sistency between reed defletion and shock intensity. This statement
does not detract from the usefulness of the reed gage which indicates
in a simple manner the damaging potential of the shock motion for a
linear elastic system.
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A plot of "Averfe of and 40 C~cle Reed Maximum Deflectimo?'
versus range is shown in figure 172. These values were computed by
nimple averaging in order to decrease deviations due to resonance of
elthec' a 20 or 40 cps reed. The values indicate the amount of dister-
tion to be expected In low frequency structures. They inlicate the de-
flection of an average shock mounted equipments in the mounts are
linear for all deflectlons. The dotted curve "A" is a copy of a peak
pressure versus distance curve. The line "B"Y connects points from
the DD404 and DD408 gages on a hull frame 5 feet below the main
deck. The line "C" connects points from the'DD404 and DD408 gages
on the external supply office bulkhead. From line "C" the Isresponse"
or deflection of the 20 to 40 cps. reeds may be estimated to be between
0.8 and 1.5 inches for external bulkheads of destroyer superstructures
which were dished in several inches for the lower values and ruptured
for the higher values. The response on light hull frames above the
waterline, as indicated by line"B", will be up to 0.5 Inches for low fre-
quency reeds. Low frequency reed deflections for interior parts of the
ship, class (3) are generally less than 0.1 inch for distances greater
than 3000 feet from the explosion.

o In figures 171 and 172, no emphasis should be placed upon wheth-
er points are concentrated in a region of high or low rerd.ings. The
gages were placed largely in anticipation of Test Baker and their dis-
tribution did not necessarily reflect the dis tribuilon of equipment
,susceptible Lo shock.

A list has been studied of the references ýo shock damage made in
a DoSoM. report for Tes'Et Able. Such a tabulad.on of dlamage cannot be
used. to indfIcate 'the dis-ribud.on of shock int.bens•ty in Ihe fashion of

( gage readings because the failure streng'h of these equipments are not
Imown. to -he writer. However, with the reservation that some shock
failures must have e. 'aped. he notice of +he damage inspec-don group,
the damage rs=pors irtdir~aie to what extent pas- design practice was in-
adequate for Test Able sho,,k. In all instances, ,Ui. e shock damage re-,
ported. accounted for a very small propor-ion of the damage to a ship.
Onl.y a rela.d•vc.ly few items per shi.p were reported. to be damaged by
shock.

The SS305 had. shock damage to more important items than the
other surviving ships. This apparently was due to its extremely close
range whieh made the shock intensi,ýwithin the hull (calass (3) locations)
adequate to cause failure of a few ofthe weaker items. Itbwever the
total number of shock failures was small and shock damage could not
be termed. "widespred'd.o
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On the other ships, shock damage was scattered and frequently
occurred on items which were probably designed without any conaider-
ation Qf shock. The only consistently mentioned tlype of failure was In1
lghtb•Ilbs. Beyond, a raige of 3500 feet, shock damage was very sitght
and conflned largely to light bulbs.
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TEST BAKR
Readings were obtained from shock aesd IbbUted over a

sa-ga number of ships. However, there were mlables involved,
such as position of a gage in a ship, type of ship, range, draft, and
heading of a ship, etc. Thus data was not obtained for many combi-
nations of the above variables which were of great interest, and for
othel combinations the data was not very extensive. This was due to
the uncertainty in predicting the closest range at which ships coud•
be expected to survive, the limited number of ships at a given iange
and changes made in the target array.

The quesLon arises as to whether or not the readings for a
given ship can be appropriately altered to those to be expected fccr
a different range and heEWing of the ship. There seems to be hope
that fti could be done to'some extent through study of the underwater
pressure-time records. This prospect is based upon the s~ccess of
th3 British tests of the destroyer "HMS Cameron in showfig the ef-
feet of change in weight of explosive charge, distance of the explosive,
and angular posil-Ion of the explosive upon shock gage readings. The
conclusions of Section IL of the Cameron Report, reference 5, are
quoted below.

"For explosions insufficiently severe to cause permanent
dishing of the shell plating or distof tion of thc •.lIi i:ramework the
consti.tuents of the motion normal to the shell p.La"`ng which provide
a measure of the liability of damage to any obje•J:'an, If certain as-
sumptions are made, be calculated with a fair degree of accuracy in
terms of the following:

(a) We•ghi of charge - W.
(b) Distance of 'the'explosion - D°
(c) Pressure- Uime -iirve of main pressure pulse caused.

by the explosion.
(d) Angle of iarikience of the path of the pressure pulse

on •h- shell pla~ing in the vicinity of the object - 9.
(e) The area of shell plating from which the object received

iJs L motion, or conversely the weight supported per untt
area of plating - MPo

(f) The stiffness of the panels of shell plating - S1.
(g) The stiffness of the hull framework - S2o

"Observed results justify the assumptions used in the calcu-
lations that a vacuum gap occurs in the water near the plating re-
sulting in a certain amouni of water being entrained with the shell
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plating and setting a llIt to the amount of impulse in the main prea
sure pulse which ca,. sact on the plating.

"This limit is uxually caustA by the iioveaent df the tmctre
which depends on Its elasticity and the mass loading, but in certain
ccincstances there is a curtailment of the effects due to the arrvial
•d tnxile reflections trom the surface of the sea. The latter effect
Is largely depenident on the draught and while of considerable Impoar-
tan.ce near the waterline particularly for shallow explosions and hea-.'
vier weighte of chaage It is Iikely to be unimportant if the draught ex-
ceeds 10 feet, or if the depth of the explosion below the surface of the
sea is more than say one third of its horizontal distance from the tar-
get

'ýppraxdmate formulae can be derived for the motion when cut-
off depends on movement of the structare, and comparison of these
with the observed results leads to the following relationships being
shown to be approximately correct within the elastic limit of the shell
plating and when Olffractinn can be neglected.

Maximum Velocity of Object= ' • ' -L

Maxzmum Acceleration of Object= /113-< c'

Maximum deceleration of object = Io -1- C

First peak of absolute displacement of object = - , h-'

Where QA=

"The presence of -the termr(o.0±) which represents a mean value
only is probably due to -the dffferehce in pressure inside and outside
the hull when a vacuum gap occurs outside, butmay be connected with
the fact that beyond a critical distance for any given weight of charge,
a vacuum gap Is unlikely to form, hence the motion thai cau be caused.
is very restricted,

/tFor angles of incidence below 30* say, objects near the first
point of impingemeni, of the pressure pulse in the vicinity may have
their motion considerable modified by diffraction. Observed results
show that the formulae given above can still be uaed under these con-
diticns if is substituted for .)where ,o,,
For values 6f 4above 30' there is little difference between QA and
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"Only the fringe of the plastic range of the shell plating could be
4pl'O-ed during CAMERE ON Trials, and although it seems probable
haat the same approximate formulae should apply with suitable adjus.

ment the constant S and posslbly also of. , there Is not at prammt
zufficient experimental evidence to ascertain what these adjustments

shodid be In any particular case!"

The fundamental quantities in the impingement of a pressure
pazi upon hull plating, upon which the reading of a particular gage wavs
ecnidered to depend, were the mass and initial velocity of the water en-
twined with the shell plating from which the gage location received its
m=*on These in turn depend upon the shape of the pressure-time curve,
the hull plating, and the angle of incidence of the wave with the hull plaV-
ing. The shock factor obtained by the British was applicable only when
mavitation of the water was assumed to occur; it was not applicable then
plastic dishing of the hull plating occurred, and its apprcability was de-
mctmrated only for a destroyer.

Because of the shift of about 90* in the heading of bow-anchored
ships on Baker Day, a large proportion of the gages were affected by
shell plating contacted by the diffracted wave front of the direct pressure
pulse from the explosion. Diffraction of the tensile reflection from the
ship's boticm is dealt with in the Cameron report but diffraction of the
positive -wave fron' was apparently of little interesi. in the tests. In
many cases in Test. Baker, the initial pressure pailse travelled at graz-
Ing incidence for long distances along a ship's bottom before reaching
the plating closest to a gage location, It iz buggl.sted that the peak pres-
sure in this case and in the case of "negai2ve angles of incidence" would
be decreased by diffraction of the wave. An. estimate of Ithe appropriate
shock factor could probably be obtained b), using the method of Dr.
Penny, glven in his Crossroads report - Reasons for Expecting the
Peak pressure in Baker to Fall Off with Radius Faster Than R- I°

The ships on which all gages were affected. by hull plating hav-
ing a small or negative angle of incidence with the initial pressure
wave were: capital ships NEW YORK, PENSACOLA, and SALT LAKE
CITY; destroyers 390, 402, 403, 404, 406, 408, and 419; and the APA64.
The remaining ships from which readings were obtained were: capi-
tal ships NEVADA and PENNSYLVANIA; APA's 65 and 87; surfaced
submarines 305 and 384; and submerged submarines 196, 203, and 335.
Of these, the PENNSYLVANIA and APA87 readings are of little value.
The Cameron report and the preceding discussion indicate the V erodlsg on the first ships isted ab.oe were low ¢omnared to thee to
be exoected if the shipsr-headings had been such that maxIMuM anges
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of Incidence occurred. Unless suitable correctioz factors for chag Vi
heaiEng I a sip ca- e applied, the majority of the data will rzemaif bf
limited usefulness. The problem of correction factors for chau In
range of a ship is cd equal Importance slnce closer ranes thOM Obta
for most ships are cd most interesL

Another important result rlgbt come from study cf the premoel-
time records. It may be possible to state whether or not the problem of
designing equipment to withstand Test Baker type shck is .44p CMWn±IY
different from. that for ardineay explosives. If the pressre pu~ses from.
the Baker explosion and an ordinary explosion are shown to be the same
In essential characteristics, the data given In this report becomes a
part of data previously obtained on shock In ships and attention need
be given only to the portions of this data likely to extend the know-
ledge of this subject.

Test Baker was further complicated by the nunerous pressure
pulses which struck the ships. Air blast can be shown to have caused
the readings of same gages, but for other gages it is not certain whether
air blast or underwater pressure waves caused the readings. This re-
duces the value of attempts to show the changes in shock from uircer-
water pressure waves with varying distance of a gage from the hull.

It is stated in some underwater pressure reports that the second
underwater pressure pulse had more capacity to cause damage than the
initial pulse. The relative damage capacity of the two pulses apparently
varied with range and depth. Conflicting the-r'5Fs :f the cause of the second,
pulse were advanced in the early reports on. the subject. if the "water
hammer" theory is correct, the direction of travel of the second pulse
may have had a large upward. component, This would produce a radi-
cally different angle of incidence on shell plating from. that o_ the Inii-
tial pulse. This of course would require evaluation of shock factors for
both pulses. Further discussion of thLs subject and that of later under-
water pulses is not considered to be necessary. The purpose of the
preceding paragraphs is to indicate the factors outside of the ship's
structure itself which have a profound influence upon the gage readings
and their interpretation.

While answers to some of the more Important questions of
Test Baker shock are believed. to depend upon finding of shock factors
many observations can be made regarding the data. Since drawing
of generalizations from the data was not possible in many cases, the
data itself in section IV contains in.ormation not to be, found in any
attempt ta reduce its bulk. Comments on data for each ship and type
of ship were made Ir section IV which represents the fUrst stage cf re-
duction of the data. The observations In the following paragraphs re-
present a further reduction in size. The reader is cautioned that
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thWs was largly a process of omission of detaUl rather thn IntegMaM
Into mre concise form.

The patty gageand the low-frequmzcy reed readings ham bw
plotied as In TestAble. Referring to filgre 173, it is seen t the Pt-
ty agpe readings on hull frame mmmbers nearest to the explosion stud
out far above the other readings. The SS305 reading of 2500g., Ute
APA65 reading of 700g., the SS384 reading of 200g. and the tb.-'ee sub-
maIre readings cmmected by line B represent the Wly putty gage 1o-
catss on hull frawe members wit an angle cf incidence of the bal-
tWal prezssure pulse of over, say, 150 and their angles of Incidence were
all over 608. The line A connects readings of identical portside hull
frame lonaticna below the waterline on the APAs 85 and 64. The
expiosncm was to part of the APA 65 and to.starboard of the APA64. Far
a digerent orientation of the ships the upper limit of gap readings is
indicated by the few hign readings.

Figure 174 shows a plot of low-frequency reed deflectmns ver-
sus range, using the average of 20 and 40 cycle reed deflectioms to ob-
tain one point per gage. Line A connects points from reed gages on tor-
pedo room. frame members on the side closest to the explosim for the
surfaced submarInes SS305 and SS384. Line B connects points for the-
same type of location on the submerged submarines SS196, SS335, and
SS203. Line C connects points from reed gages on the DD408 and DD404
supply office bulkheads. The latter readings ar.., dup to airblast. The
submarine reed. gages were the only ones on hlild. frame members with
angles of incidence ol over, say 200.

The Test Baker reed. gage frequency-response curves indicate
the major excitation to be due to an acceleration pulse on the crder of
2 mJl.iseconds or less. Thie implications of this statement require many
qualifications. First, records in general were obtained at locations
close to the hull sc the low-pass filter effect of tb.e ship"s structure
was not .bserved. Many gages Lad high-frequency-reed deflections
little longer thfan the probable error in tieir measurement so a peak
in the frequency-response curve at, say, 600 cps. could easily be missed.
The initial pulse records on the APA65 velocity meters near
the hull also show an Initial acceleration period of 2 rnilitseconds or
less.

Limited deflections were indicated on the submarine and APA65
hull frame gages. These gages were on side frame members closest
to the explosion. The submarine data consists of reed gage records
and the effect is most noticable on the SS305 where a peak accelera-
tion of over 2500g, resulted in a deflection of less than .10 inch. The
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TMB velocity meters, V6 and V12, on the hull of the ApA65 show an 1n-.
ward deflection of the hull frame of .15 and .12 inches respectively dxe
to the initial acceleration and an equal decelerati&L which broug the
fame to rest. Velocity meters on the APA65 keel top did not show.
this sudden stopping effect. The reason for this limited deflection is
not clear althoug several bypotheses might be advanced to acconnt for
it. If cutoff severely reduced the mass of eutrained water = thz huUl
plating, the sudden stop simply represents the stopping time of the hull
frame discussed In the Cameron Report. Application of a load to hull
plating some feet away from the gage location can reault In an outward
motion at the gage location. The sequence of pressure application to
the hull may have been such as to produce an outward acceleration due
to this effect. Failure of the water to cavitate would cause only limited
deflection of the hull plating.

Because of the evidence of the APA65, It cannot be concluded that
motlan of all parts of the submarines was less than .10 Inch. It La pou-
sible that this limited. deflec¢tion effect represents a difference between
Test Baker and ordinary shock; the writer's knowledge of available
shock records Is too small to justify a positive statement.

There are many Illustrations In the data of the decrease In readings
due to diffraction of the pressure wave front. The Salt Lake (&Ity, the
APAG5 and A2A64, the SS335 and the destroyers all show that lower
readings are in be expected on the side of the huL away from the ex-
plosion. The evidence to show that shock decreases as the wave
passes along the keel of a ship stern-or bow- to the explosion i- not
conclusive. It can only be stated that ttis: was the impression which
the writer obtained from the New York and. the destroyer data.

The Implication of the preceding paragraph is that the under-
water pressure pulse which caused. the non-time-recording-gage
readings travelled at a low angle to the horizontal. While the Nevada
putty gage readings support this view, the APA65 velocity meters
do not whol iy agree with this. In the discussion of the APA65 data,
It appearea that the shock occurring .21 and .24 seconds after the
initial shock caused larger velocity changes at some gage locations
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tha the Initial shock. The pattern of the gage locations and the ye-
locity chongea was shown to indicate that the two later shocks were
due to pressure pulses from below. The initial pulse showed a dl-
rection of propagation nearly horizontal, as expected.

A question of possible tactical Importance Is whether or not the
bearing relative to a ship of the explosion In a Test Baker type at-
tack has a significant ufluence upon the damaue to that ship. The
data ia this report is only a fragment of that necessary to answer
tals question, but the impression of the writer is that a ship bow-
or stern-to the explosion is likely to suffer less total damage than one
broadside to the explosion. The question probably is applicable to
Test Able but the data of this report is considered to be of little
"malue to such a study.

The time-recording instruments on the DD404, DD408 and APA65
showed the excitations due to the wave through the coral, the direct
underwater pressure wave, the later underwater pressure waves and
the air blast. A -remarkably constant period between successive
underwater shocks is observable in. some of the velocity meter
records. These records might be useful as a supplement to under-
water pressure-time records.

1
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VL CONCLUSIONS.

TEST ABLE.

A desiper who has familiarized himself with Oils report can
estimate tkw Inten•ity of shock at any particular lo ation on a ship
subject to a Test Able type attack.

The Indirect shock damage caniaed by Test Able is minor relative
to the damage from direct blast. The Indirect shock damage Is
usually limited to regions close tr surfaces exposed directly to the
air blast. Shock d&mage was usually confined to a relatively small
proportion of equlpments which apparently were below average In
shock resistauze°

The range beyond which shock damage appeared to be negligi-
ble was 3500 feet. On many ships at less than this rpznge, the asock
damage was of very minor Importance.

The maid mum acceleration oc curing On external decks and 'r-Ik-
heads can be very approximately stated as being less than:

J-• "' units of gravity.jI
f •,'/ - -/.4

The, m~axmn= accelerations occurring on derks and bulkheads
adjacent to the above locations are less than:

"wLits of gravily.
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The maximum accelerations occurring at more protected interior
parts of a ship are generally much less than:

uIits of gravity.i - /..X 0

The accelerations are composed principally of frequency com-
ponents up to several thousand cycles per second and d is the dis-
tancr 'in feet of the ship from the explosion.

The deflectiors of single-degree-of-freedom systems (20 to 40
c.p.s.) are generally less than 0.2 inch for interior locations In a
ship. For exposed locations, the deflections may extend to nearly
2.0 inches0

TEST •aKER.

The shock motions ol most Interest in Te-t Ba:Ker were caused,
by underwater pressure pulses of positive durations of a few milli-
seconds or less. Since underwater pressure pulses frone ordinary
explosives have durations of the same order of .magnitude, it was
eý&-pected thjat In general the shock -motions wnuji.d be s.m]liar for the
two types of explosion. This was the case in tfat orders of mag-
nitude of readings and time effects , and charge. !L sn.ok with po-
siLion in a ship -were approximae.aey the same for Test BaKer ard
previous shock tests, It does not seem pcssib..e to state from. this
data alone whether the shock design. prob.em for Test Baker is
essentially the same as for ordinary explosives.

It was stated. In section TV that a method for scaling shock
gage readings obtained to those which would have occtrr.ed with,
d.fferent, orientation and range was necessary. Without such a
scaling meth.od.,r mach of the data is of limited value, Many ships
were not headed as planned In the target array, with the conse-
quence that a ý.onslderable number of gage, were un the shielded
side oaf a ship, There were few ships instrumented at the range
which turned out to be the closest range of interest. It is hoped
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that sealbag methods can be devised by analysis of the underwater
preasmre-time reeerds.

The time-recording Inustruiments shoed the arrival of thxe smt-
cessive pressure waves 9nd may h~e cdf Interest to groups studying
these wave~s.
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